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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
at 50kpc, ν’s seen ~2.5 hours before first light

Kam-II  (11 evts.) 
IMB-3  (8 evts.) 
Baksan (5 evts.) 

24 events total 

Water Cherenkov
Kamiokande-II IMB-3

Strong directionality for νe event

Liquid Scintillator Baksan
Good νe event identification

Most of them seems to νe event
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
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Kamiokande (1983-1995)
kamioka mine (2700mwe)

J.Bahcall ‘Neutrino Astrophysics’
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC

•Date : 23 Feb. 1987
•Time : 07:35:35 (UT)
•11 events in 13 sec.

Energy is determined by 
the number of hit PMTs 
for which the residual 

time (T-Tof) is ± 15nsec

Realtime detectorKamiokande

Trigger if 20 hits within 
100 nsec ~ 7.5 MeV 

(@50% eff.)
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
Kamiokande

454 K. S. HIRATA et al. 38
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KAMIOKANDE 2- P

NUM 9
RUN 1892
EVE N T 139372
TI ME 2/23/87

16 35 37 JST

TOTAL ENERGY 198MeV
TOTAL P E 51( 0 )
MAX PE 4(0)
THRES P E 0 2(1 0)

FIG. 9. The time sequence of events in a 45-sec interval cen-
tered on 7:35:35UT 23 February 1987. The vertical height of
each line represents the relative energy of the event. Solid lines
represent low-energy electron events in units of the number of
hit PMT, Nh„(left-hand scale). Dashed lines represent muon
events in units of the number of photoelectrons (right-hand
scale). Events p1-p4 are muon events which precede the elec-
tron burst at time zero. The upper right figure is the 0—2-sec
time interval on an expanded scale.

FIG. 7. (a) Three-dimensional reproduction of event 9 listed
in Tables I and II. (b) Exploded view of event 9.

KAMIOKANDE 2-P

o oO

NUM 12
RUN 1892
EVENT 139378
TI M E 2/23/87

16 35 47 JST

TOTAL ENERGY 89MeV
TOTAL P E 20( 1 )
MAX PE 1 (0)
THRES P E 0 2(1 0)

FIG. 8. Exploded view of event 12.

with Nh;, &20 in any of those 17-min periods. The Pois-
son distribution for events with Nh;, &20 per 30 sec for
the entire 10-h period 2:27 UT to 12:27 UT is shown in
Fig. 12, and indicates that an excess of 10 events above
the mean of 5.4 events in a 30-sec interval would be
recognized. This result holds proportionally if the unit of
time is chosen to be 10 sec rather than 30 sec.
Finally, a sample of triggers was chosen primarily to

monitor the trigger rate, for which the trigger threshold
was lowered to Nh;, =14, corresponding to 5.6 MeV at
which energy the efficiency was roughly 35%. During
the 12.44-sec interval of the observed neutrino burst

(Table II}, the observed number of triggers (after sub-
tracting the supernova burst) was 138+12, compared
with the expected value of 127 obtained from the average
background trigger rate of 10.2 Hz for several subruns
around the supernova time. During the 10-sec interval
between 2:52:36 UT and 2:52:46 UT, there were 99+10
triggers when 102 were expected from nearby time inter-
vals.
We conclude that there is no evidence in the data of

Kamiokande-II for any excess of neutrino-induced
events —either in a burst of a few seconds or over a
longer time interval —relative to the usual count rate, ex-
cepting only the neutrino burst at 7:35:35UT.

IV. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
OF THK BURST DATA

The total energy and angle relative to the LMC of the
12 electrons observed in the burst are given in two
columns of Table II. For each event the energy and the
1o. error on the energy were calculated as described in
Sec. II B. The approximately Gaussian errors on
0(e, LMC} in Table II were obtained from the Monte
Carlo events used to estimate the event energies and un-
certainties.
A scatter plot of E, vs cosO(e, LMC) is shown in Fig.

13(a), and projections on each axis in Figs. 13(b) and
13(c). The angular distribution in Fig. 13(c) is consistent
with an isotropic distribution of the electrons relative to
LMC. This is in turn consistent with the energy depen-
dence of the neutrino cross sections' shown in Fig. 14(a),
where it is seen that the dominant cross section is
u(v, pf„,~e n) with the isotropic angular distribution
given in Fig. 14(b). Accordingly, the energy of the in-
cident v, is given by E(v, )=E(e )+(m„—mz)
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with Nh;, &20 in any of those 17-min periods. The Pois-
son distribution for events with Nh;, &20 per 30 sec for
the entire 10-h period 2:27 UT to 12:27 UT is shown in
Fig. 12, and indicates that an excess of 10 events above
the mean of 5.4 events in a 30-sec interval would be
recognized. This result holds proportionally if the unit of
time is chosen to be 10 sec rather than 30 sec.
Finally, a sample of triggers was chosen primarily to

monitor the trigger rate, for which the trigger threshold
was lowered to Nh;, =14, corresponding to 5.6 MeV at
which energy the efficiency was roughly 35%. During
the 12.44-sec interval of the observed neutrino burst

(Table II}, the observed number of triggers (after sub-
tracting the supernova burst) was 138+12, compared
with the expected value of 127 obtained from the average
background trigger rate of 10.2 Hz for several subruns
around the supernova time. During the 10-sec interval
between 2:52:36 UT and 2:52:46 UT, there were 99+10
triggers when 102 were expected from nearby time inter-
vals.
We conclude that there is no evidence in the data of

Kamiokande-II for any excess of neutrino-induced
events —either in a burst of a few seconds or over a
longer time interval —relative to the usual count rate, ex-
cepting only the neutrino burst at 7:35:35UT.

IV. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
OF THK BURST DATA

The total energy and angle relative to the LMC of the
12 electrons observed in the burst are given in two
columns of Table II. For each event the energy and the
1o. error on the energy were calculated as described in
Sec. II B. The approximately Gaussian errors on
0(e, LMC} in Table II were obtained from the Monte
Carlo events used to estimate the event energies and un-
certainties.
A scatter plot of E, vs cosO(e, LMC) is shown in Fig.

13(a), and projections on each axis in Figs. 13(b) and
13(c). The angular distribution in Fig. 13(c) is consistent
with an isotropic distribution of the electrons relative to
LMC. This is in turn consistent with the energy depen-
dence of the neutrino cross sections' shown in Fig. 14(a),
where it is seen that the dominant cross section is
u(v, pf„,~e n) with the isotropic angular distribution
given in Fig. 14(b). Accordingly, the energy of the in-
cident v, is given by E(v, )=E(e )+(m„—mz)
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
IMB (Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven)

Most of the original IMB group in WASHINGTON D.C. (April,1980)
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
IMB (1979-1989)

Morton salt mine in Mentor, Ohio, USA (1570mwe)

18m
17

m22
.5

m

8 kton water (3.3kton F.V.) with 2048 8’ PMTs
(close to the Lake Erie)
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC

•Date : 23 Feb. 1987
•Time : 07:35:41 (UT)
•8 events in 6 sec.

Energy is determined by 
the number of hit PMTs 
for which the residual 
time is within 50nsec

Realtime detectorSN1987A in IMB

Trigger if 25 hits within 
50 nsec ~ 35 MeV 

(@50% eff.)
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
Baksan underground scintillator telescope

 (2700mwe)
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
Baksan underground scintillator telescope (1978~)

3156 tanks filled with liquid 
scintillator and one 15cm PMT

Total target mass : 330 ton
Detection eff. 10MeV @ 50%
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
Baksan underground scintillator telescope (1978~)

•Date : 23 Feb. 1987
•Time : 07:36:11 (UT)
•5 events in 9 sec.

Realtime detector
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ORIGIN OF A SIGNAL DETECTED WITH THE LSD DETECTOR 259

was about 45 h–1. The counting rates of neutron!like
background pulses in a 500!µs window were approxi!
mately 0.1 and 0.8 for the inner and external counters,
respectively.

The selection procedure of a signal–candidate for
the neutrino burst detection was described in detail in
[1, 2]. A signal was a crowding (cluster) of three or
more trigger pulses (events) at the output of the detec!
tor. Clusters were separated by a computer processing
on!line information and recording it on a magnetic
tape. A cluster whose calculated rate (in terms of the
average counting rate of the background pulses
0.012 s–1) was rarer than once a week was treated as a
candidate. We recall that the expected frequency of
collapses in the Galaxy is about 0.025 yr–1. During
15 yr of the detector operation, two clusters on April
27, 1986 [1] and February 23, 1987 [2] with the mini!
mum rate of the imitation by the background were
detected. The former had an imitation rate of 1.5 yr–1

(11 events in 67 s) and the latter had an imitation rate
of about 0.7 yr–1 (5 events in 7 s) and was most proba!
bly induced by the neutrino flux from SN1987A.

3. FEATURES OF THE CLUSTER DETECTED 
ON APRIL 27, 1986

The cluster contained 11events and had a duration
of 67 s (see table). The average interval between the

events in the cluster was  = 6.7 s, whereas the aver!

age interval between the background events was  =
80 s. Thus, the cluster can be located within the inter!

val . The first and last events of the cluster were
placed at 48 s and 37 s far from the background events.
Event no. 6 (counter no. 13) had an anomalously high
energy of 34 MeV. The analysis of the operation of
counter no. 13 during the run no. 1173 (about 170 h)
shows that the energy distribution of the background
pulses of counter no. 13 differs from the standard dis!
tribution: it contains the background events with ener!
gies of 20–40 MeV, which are not due to muon pass!
ing. Since 0.8 trigger pulses on average can appear dur!
ing 67 s (the duration of the cluster), event no. 6 is
more probable an anomalous background event that
does not belong to the cluster.

The counters having detected ten real events are
nonuniformly distributed inside the detector. Let us
separate the detector into rows (x), walls (y), and levels
(z) (origin of ordinates is at counter no. 1 and the x axis
is directed along the tunnel, see Fig. 1). In the case of
the uniform (equiprobable) distribution of events
inside the detector (this assumption is valid, because
the energy E of all pulses is above a threshold of
7 MeV), the average numbers of events in rows, walls,
and levels should be  = 10/4 = 2.50,  = 10/6 =

1.67, and  = 10/3 = 3.33, respectively. The maxi!

!tc

!tb

!tb

nx ny

nz

mum number of events was detected in the second row

(  = 5), in the first wall (  = 4), and in the first

level (  = 4). Deviations " of these quantities from

 are

where #i = , where i = x, y, z. The maximum devi!
ation "y = 1.81#y corresponds to events in the first wall
(see Fig. 1).

The events of the cluster have the following fea!
tures.

(i) The narrow energy distribution of events (six
events have energies about 9 MeV) compare to the

nx
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n
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Fig. 1. (a) LSD detector, where numbers from 1 to 72 are
the ordinal numbers of the counters, and (b) the layout of
the LSD experiment (plan view), where 1–6 are the ordi!
nal numbers of the walls.
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
Soviet-Italian LSD (Liquid Scintillation Detector) 

under Mont Blanc (5200mwq, 1985~1999)
72 scintillation counters (1.5m3, 1.2ton) with three PMTs

Total target mass : 90 tons

Energy threshold > 5MeV

•Date : 23 Feb. 1987
•Time : 02:52:32 (UT)
•5 events in 7 sec.

Realtime detector

(7~11MeV,
one has delayed coincidence)
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC

LSD vs Others ?
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
Volume 205, number 2,3 PHYSICS LETTERS B 28 April 1988 
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Fig. 2. The time sequences of events detected by KAMIOKANDE-II (a), the Baksan telescope (b), IMB (c) and LSD (d) detectors at 
7: 35 UT on February 23, 1987. 

the K A M I O K A N D E - I I  and  BAKSAN events is al- 
most  conserved in each o f  the three bunches  and it is 
~ (3:  1 ). The IMB events  have another  d is t r ibut ion.  

Though the signal at Baksan consists o f  only 5 
events, we nevertheless extract some propert ies  o f  the 
burst  and compare  them with the other  de tec tor  data.  

We test the t empora l  d is t r ibut ion  o f  the signals in 
each detector  by means  o f  the cr i ter ion o f  the likeli- 
hood  relat ion [ 7 ] that  was adap ted  to our  a ims [ 8 ]: 

Table 1 
The Baksan events recorded at 7: 36: 11 -+]4s UT on February 23, 
1987. 

Event Time (UT) Ee 
no. (MeV) 

1 7:36:11.818 12 ± 2 .4  
2 7:36:12.253 18 ±3.6  
3 7:36:13.528 23.3±  4.7 
4 7:36:19.505 17 ±3.4 
5 7:36:20.917 20.1 ± 4.0 

2 = s w / b w ,  ( 1 ) 

where b W is the probabi l i ty  o f  a signal to be o f  back- 
ground origin, the so-called "background  funct ion";  
s W is the probabi l i ty  for a signal to be o f  expected 
origin. The procedure  lies in the compar ison  o f  two 
hypotheses:  ei ther  the background or  the expected 
phenomenon produces the observed signal. In the case 
o f  2 >  1 we can adopt  the hypothesis  that  the ob- 
served signal is o f  non-background origin. This  like- 
l ihood relat ion is, in fact, the stat ist ical  filter o f  a 
previously  chosen shape o f  a signal. 

Let us consider  the arr ival  t imes  o f  the events, set- 
t ing t = 0 . 0  for the first o f  them. We take as a "back-  
ground funct ion"  the Poisson probabi l i ty  o f  r = K -  1 
events ( K  is the total  number  o f  events)  to occur  at 
the moments  tl,t2, ..., tr measured  relat ive to the t ime 
o f  the first event  within the t ime interval  To, i f  the 
whole signal consists of  r events within To. The 
"background  funct ion"  is 

211 

Kamiokande-II

Baksan

IMB

LSD
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Review of the SN1987A in LMC
Angular distribution

Kamiokande IMB

Hard to say anything...

νe event ?
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Neutrinos from supernova burst

第 2章 超新星爆発ニュートリノ 13

発生した衝撃波は原子核を自由核子に分解しながら伝播していく。このとき、電子捕獲の断面積は
原子核よりも自由陽子のほうが大きいので衝撃波の通過している領域では (2.2)の反応により大量
の ∫

e

が作られる。衝撃波がニュートリノ球の内側を進んでいるときは作られたニュートリノは外
に出ることができないがニュートリノ球の外側までくるとニュートリノは自由に外に飛び出し、中
性子化バーストと呼ばれる ∫

e

のバーストを形成する。このバーストの継続時間は衝撃波の伝播時
間に相当し、10msec 以下である。またこのとき放出されるエネルギーは瞬間的には 1053erg/sec
になるものの継続時間が短いため過程全体では 1051erg 程度である。

5. 核表面の爆発 (10msec . t . 1sec)
衝撃波が通過した後の物質は高温の核子・電子対からなり、核心による (陽)電子捕獲反応 (2.2)、
(2.3) 及び電子の対消滅反応 (2.4) から 6種類全てのニュートリノが生成される。また、衝撃波背
後の物質はゆっくりと内部核に降り積もり重力エネルギー～1053erg を熱エネルギーに変換する。
この熱エネルギーをニュートリノが 100msec ～1sec のオーダーで持ち出していく。

6. 原始中性子星の冷却 (1sec . t . 10sec)
内部核とそこに降り積もった物質で原始中性子星ができる。その中ではニュートリノは熱平衡にあ
り、～10sec のオーダーでゆっくり拡散してくる。このときニュートリノはさらに～1053erg の熱
エネルギーとレプトン数を持ち出しその結果中性子星ができるのである。またこのとき、核の質量
が中性子の縮退圧力で支えられる量よりも重ければ、ブラックホールが形成されることとなる。

7. 超新星爆発 (t >数時間)
核表面に到達した衝撃波は、外層を伝播してそれを吹き飛ばしてしまう。外層は温度・密度ともに
低いため衝撃波は衰えることなく進むことができ、外層表面に達した後、星は光始める。中心から
外層表面までは 107 ª 109km 程度の距離なので、重力崩壊が始まってから光り始めるまで数時間
の遅れがある。

図 2.2 Livermore groupのモデルの
超新星爆発ニュートリノ輝度 (上図)

と平均エネルギー (下図)の時間発展。

しかしながら、計算機によるシュミレーションで
この超新星爆発過程を再現するのは難しく、ほとん
どの場合において衝撃波は途中で止まってしまう。
1980 年代にWilson ら [6] は一度止まってしまった
衝撃波に核の中心から逃げ出した一部の高エネル
ギーのニュートリノが (2.2)や (2.3)の左向きの反応
によってエネルギーを与えることで衝撃波が復活し
爆発が起こる“delayed explosion”というモデルを
提唱した。ところがその後の研究により、ニュート
リノだけでは衝撃波の復活を起こすことができない
ことがわかり、ここでモデルの詳細については議論
しないが Livermore group は衝撃波後方での物質の
相互作用をより詳しく計算することで衝撃波を復活
させ強い爆発を引き起こせることを示した [7]。彼ら
のモデルによる超新星爆発ニュートリノ輝度と平均
エネルギーの時間発展を図 2.2 に示す。輝度の時間
発展において中性子化バースト (0.01sec あたりの ∫

e

のピーク)のあと 500msec あたりまで続くピークが
核表面において衝撃波に物質が落ち込むときに放出

What we can learn
Expected time profile 
(Livermore simulation)

Mean neutrino energy

✓Core collapse physics
• explosion mechanism
• proto-neutron star cooling
• black hole formation
• etc..
✓Neutrino physics

• neutrino oscillation
• etc..

Measurements of neutrino 
flavor, energy, time profile 

are the key points

νe

νx

νe
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Neutrinos from supernova burst
What we want for a detector
✓ Massive target

• Now : O(kton), sensitive for galactic center
• Future : O(Mton), sensitive for ~Mpc(?)

✓ Low background rate ~MeV energy region
• Easy for underground detector

✓ Precise timing measurement
✓ Good energy resolution

• Energy spectrum measurement is crucial for all the physics
✓ Measurable for direction, if possible
✓ Neutrino flavor sensitivity

• Use specific neutrino interactions
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Underground facilities for SN ν

South Pole

GranSasso
(Italy)

Kamioka
(Japan)

Baksan
(Russia)

Sudbery
(Canada)



Neutrino interaction 
for supernova neutrino 

detection

νe,νe

p, n, e+n, p, e-

e-, e+

W

Charged Current
ν ν

n, p, e-

Z

Neutral Current

n, p, e-
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
Inverse beta decay

νe + p → e+ + n

✓ Dominates for detectors with lots of free proton
• Detect positron signal in water, scintillator, etc.

✓ νe sensitive
✓ Obtain the neutrino energy from the positron energy

• Ee ~ Eν - (mn - mp), Eν > 1.86MeV
✓ Well known cross section
✓ Poor directionality
✓ Neutron tagging using delayed coincidence

• n + p → d + γ

(Charged Current interaction)
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✓ Dominates for detectors with lots of free proton
• Detect positron signal in water, scintillator, etc.

✓ νe sensitive
✓ Obtain the neutrino energy from the positron energy

• Ee ~ Eν - (mn - mp), Eν > 1.86MeV
✓ Well known cross section
✓ Poor directionality
✓ Neutron tagging using delayed coincidence

• n + p → d + γ
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
Inverse beta decay

νe + p → e+ + n

Strumia, Vissani
Phys. Lett. B564 (2003) 42

νe+p

Total cross section for water 
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
Inverse beta decay

νe + p → e+ + n

Strumia, Vissani
Phys. Lett. B564 (2003) 42

✓ Dominates for detectors with lots of free proton
• Detect positron signal in water, scintillator, etc.

✓ νe sensitive
✓ Obtain the neutrino energy from the positron energy

• Ee ~ Eν - (mn - mp), Eν > 1.86MeV
✓ Well known cross section
✓ Poor directionality
✓ Neutron tagging using delayed coincidence

• n + p → d + γ

A. Strumia, F. Vissani / Physics Letters B 564 (2003) 42–54 47

Fig. 2. (a) Shows the energy spectrum of positrons. (b) Shows the positron scattering angle distribution, for different lower cuts on the positron
energy. We assume that supernova !̄e have the flux in Eq. (26) and are detected via the !̄ep ! ne+ reaction.

This is a much better approximation than the usual formula Ee = E! " "; it permits to relate Ee with E!

incorporating a large part of the effect due to the recoil of the nucleon.
It is straightforward to include cuts or efficiencies: e.g., if the positrons are detected only in the window

El ! Ee ! Eh we define

(17)# (E!) =
E2
!

E1

dEe
d#

dEe
(E!,Ee)$(Ee " El)$(Eh " Ee),

where $(x) is the step function, equal to 0 (1) for x < 0 (x > 0). The total number of events in the detector and the
distribution in positron energy are given by

(18)Ne+ = Np

!

dE!
d%

dE!
# (E!),

dNe+

dEe
= Np

!

dE!
d%

dE!

d#

dEe
,

where Np is the number of target protons and % is the !̄e flux. We do not have a simple formula for the exact limits
of integration in dE! . A simple recipe is to integrate numerically in the larger range

(19)Ee + & ! E! ! Ee + &

1" 2(Ee + &)/mp
,

obtained replacing pCMe and ECM
e with ECM

! in Eq. (12), enforcing the correct kinematical range by means of
$-functions; the upper limit has to be replaced with infinity when the denominator becomes negative.

2.2. Angular distribution

The cross-section differential in the angle ' between the neutrino and the positron is obtained from d#/dt after
including the Jacobian coming from t = m2

e " 2E!(Ee " pe cos'):

(20)
d#

d cos'
(E!, cos') = pe(

1+ ((1" (Ee/pe) cos')

d#

dEe
,

where ( = E!/mp. In Eq. (20), Ee and pe are functions of E! and ' :

(21)Ee = (E! " &)(1+ () + ( cos'
"

(E! " &)2 " m2
e)

)
, pe =

#

E2
e " m2

e,
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✓ Dominates for detectors with lots of free proton
• Detect positron signal in water, scintillator, etc.

✓ νe sensitive
✓ Obtain the neutrino energy from the positron energy

• Ee ~ Eν - (mn - mp), Eν > 1.86MeV
✓ Well known cross section
✓ Poor directionality
✓ Neutron tagging using delayed coincidence

• n + p → d + γ
25

Neutrino interaction for SNν
Inverse beta decay

νe + p → e+ + n

Captured by proton

~200 micro sec.

2.2MeV

νe!

e+!

p!
n! γ#p!

Possible to enhance this signal if Gd loaded
(→ M.Ikeda’s presentation)
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✓ Dominates for detectors with lots of free proton
• Detect positron signal in water, scintillator, etc.

✓ νe sensitive
✓ Obtain the neutrino energy from the positron energy

• Ee ~ Eν - (mn - mp), Eν > 1.86MeV
✓ Well known cross section
✓ Poor directionality
✓ Neutron tagging using delayed coincidence

• n + p → d + γ
26

Neutrino interaction for SNν
Inverse beta decay

νe + p → e+ + n
Captured by proton

νe!

e+!

p!
n!

γ#p!

γ#

γ#

~200 micro sec.

2.2MeV

0.511MeV

0.511MeV

Eν - 1.86MeV

Liquid Scintillator
(→ K.Ishidoshiro’s presentation)

e-

Prompt signal :
   Evis = Eν - 1.86 + 2 x 0.511
         = Eν - 0.84 (MeV)
         > 1.022 MeV

Delayed
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
Elastic scattering

νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-

✓ All neutrinos are sensitive
✓ The cross section for νe is larger 
than others because of CC effect.
✓ Well known cross section.

• few % of inverse beta decay
✓ Good directionality
✓ Measurable for only recoil 
electron energy, not neutrino energy

(Both Charged Current and 
Neutral Current interaction)

νe

νee-

e-

W

νe,x νe,x

e- e-

Z

CC

NC
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
Elastic scattering

νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-

✓ All neutrinos are sensitive
✓ The cross section for νe is larger 
than others because of CC effect.
✓ Well known cross section.

• few % of inverse beta decay
✓ Good directionality
✓ Measurable for only recoil 
electron energy, not neutrino energy

(Both Charged Current and 
Neutral Current interaction)
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
Elastic scattering

νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-

✓ All neutrinos are sensitive
✓ The cross section for νe is larger 
than others because of CC effect.
✓ Well known cross section.

• few % of inverse beta decay
✓ Good directionality
✓ Measurable for only recoil 
electron energy, not neutrino energy

(Both Charged Current and 
Neutral Current interaction)

Water Cherenkov

�� � 25�/
�

N

νe,x e-   

Eν=10MeV

Angular distribution
 between incident neutrino

and  recoil electron
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
Elastic scattering

νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-

✓ All neutrinos are sensitive
✓ The cross section for νe is larger 
than others because of CC effect.
✓ Well known cross section.

• few % of inverse beta decay
✓ Good directionality
✓ Measurable for only recoil 
electron energy, not neutrino energy

(Both Charged Current and 
Neutral Current interaction)

Water Cherenkov
νe,x e-   

Eν=30MeV

Eν=20MeV

Eν=10MeV

differential cross section 

�E � 15%/
�

E/10MeV
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✓Observables:
• charged lepton e+/-

• possibly ejected nucleons
• possibly nuclear γ’s

31

Neutrino interaction for SNν
CC interactions on nuclei
νe + n → p + e- : νe + (N,Z) → (N-1, Z+1) + e-

νe + p → n + e+ : νe + (N,Z) → (N+1, Z-1) + e+

oxygen in water
νe + 16,18O → 16,18F + e-

νe + 16O → 16N + e+

carbon in scintillator
νe + 12C → 12N + e-

νe + 12C → 12B + e+

(for example)νe (νe)

p (n)n (p)

e- (e+)

WCC
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第 2章 超新星爆発ニュートリノ 13

発生した衝撃波は原子核を自由核子に分解しながら伝播していく。このとき、電子捕獲の断面積は
原子核よりも自由陽子のほうが大きいので衝撃波の通過している領域では (2.2)の反応により大量
の ∫

e

が作られる。衝撃波がニュートリノ球の内側を進んでいるときは作られたニュートリノは外
に出ることができないがニュートリノ球の外側までくるとニュートリノは自由に外に飛び出し、中
性子化バーストと呼ばれる ∫

e

のバーストを形成する。このバーストの継続時間は衝撃波の伝播時
間に相当し、10msec 以下である。またこのとき放出されるエネルギーは瞬間的には 1053erg/sec
になるものの継続時間が短いため過程全体では 1051erg 程度である。

5. 核表面の爆発 (10msec . t . 1sec)
衝撃波が通過した後の物質は高温の核子・電子対からなり、核心による (陽)電子捕獲反応 (2.2)、
(2.3) 及び電子の対消滅反応 (2.4) から 6種類全てのニュートリノが生成される。また、衝撃波背
後の物質はゆっくりと内部核に降り積もり重力エネルギー～1053erg を熱エネルギーに変換する。
この熱エネルギーをニュートリノが 100msec ～1sec のオーダーで持ち出していく。

6. 原始中性子星の冷却 (1sec . t . 10sec)
内部核とそこに降り積もった物質で原始中性子星ができる。その中ではニュートリノは熱平衡にあ
り、～10sec のオーダーでゆっくり拡散してくる。このときニュートリノはさらに～1053erg の熱
エネルギーとレプトン数を持ち出しその結果中性子星ができるのである。またこのとき、核の質量
が中性子の縮退圧力で支えられる量よりも重ければ、ブラックホールが形成されることとなる。

7. 超新星爆発 (t >数時間)
核表面に到達した衝撃波は、外層を伝播してそれを吹き飛ばしてしまう。外層は温度・密度ともに
低いため衝撃波は衰えることなく進むことができ、外層表面に達した後、星は光始める。中心から
外層表面までは 107 ª 109km 程度の距離なので、重力崩壊が始まってから光り始めるまで数時間
の遅れがある。

図 2.2 Livermore groupのモデルの
超新星爆発ニュートリノ輝度 (上図)

と平均エネルギー (下図)の時間発展。

しかしながら、計算機によるシュミレーションで
この超新星爆発過程を再現するのは難しく、ほとん
どの場合において衝撃波は途中で止まってしまう。
1980 年代にWilson ら [6] は一度止まってしまった
衝撃波に核の中心から逃げ出した一部の高エネル
ギーのニュートリノが (2.2)や (2.3)の左向きの反応
によってエネルギーを与えることで衝撃波が復活し
爆発が起こる“delayed explosion”というモデルを
提唱した。ところがその後の研究により、ニュート
リノだけでは衝撃波の復活を起こすことができない
ことがわかり、ここでモデルの詳細については議論
しないが Livermore group は衝撃波後方での物質の
相互作用をより詳しく計算することで衝撃波を復活
させ強い爆発を引き起こせることを示した [7]。彼ら
のモデルによる超新星爆発ニュートリノ輝度と平均
エネルギーの時間発展を図 2.2 に示す。輝度の時間
発展において中性子化バースト (0.01sec あたりの ∫

e

のピーク)のあと 500msec あたりまで続くピークが
核表面において衝撃波に物質が落ち込むときに放出
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
CC interactions on nuclei
✓ Small cross section by 
bound nucleons
✓ Also has large uncertainties

• Nuclear physics is important

This signal is small portion, but may access neutrino oscillation effect

νe

νx

νe
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Neutrino oscillation in SN
Dighe and Smirnov, PRD 62 (2000) 033007

At V!mi j
2 /(2E), the off-diagonal terms can be neglected

and the Hamiltonian !43" becomes diagonal:

H#Diag!V ,m$!$!
2 ,m%!%!

2 ". !44"

That is, the basis states (&e ,&$! ,&%!) are the matter eigen-
states. These are the states that arrive at the conversion re-
gions as independent !incoherent" states and transform in this
region independently.
Notice that a difference between the potentials of &$ and

&% appears in the second order in the weak interactions due
to difference of masses of the $ and % charged leptons '48(:

V$%#V
3GFm%

2

2!2)2Y e
! lnmW

2

m%
2 "1#

Y n

3 " #10"4V , !45"

where m% is the % mass, mW is the W-boson mass, and Y e and
Y n are the numbers of electrons and the neutrons per nucleon
respectively. Therefore a complete form of the matrix of po-
tentials is V#Diag(V ,0,V$%).
The potential V$% becomes important at high densities.

One has

V$%*+matm
2 /2E#2m$%

2 /2E at ,$%*107– 108 g/cc.

At ,!,$% , and in particular in the region of the neutrino-
sphere, the potentials V and V$% dominate over the other
terms in the Hamiltonian, and the Hamiltonian becomes ap-
proximately diagonal: H#V#Diag(V ,0,V$%). This means
that at high densities the flavor states coincide with the
eigenstates in medium.
Let us recall that the non-electron neutrinos are produced

in the neutral current processes which are flavor blind; i.e.,
they produce a coherent mixture of matter eigenstates. This
coherence, however, disappears in the evolution that follows.
The &e departs from the coherent state due to the large po-
tential V, whereas the coherence of &$ and &% is broken by
V$% .
In the interval of densities where V$%$+matm

2 /2E$V ,
the potential V$% can be neglected, so that we arrive at the
Hamiltonian !43" with eigenstates (&e ,&$! ,&%!). In the re-
gion V$%*+matm

2 /2E , the level crossing occurs in the an-
tineutrino channel '25(, which leads to the transitions & $

!& %! and & %!& $! . In the neutrino channel, we have &$

!&$! and &%!&%! .

Since the initial fluxes of &
(")

$ and &
(")

% are equal (Fx
0), we

get that the fluxes of &
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0) can be

considered as the initial state in our task.
The Hamiltonian !43" allows us easily to construct the

level crossing scheme. In Fig. 5, we show the generic level
crossing diagrams for the normal and inverted mass hierar-
chies, for small -! !SMA" as well as large -! !LMA or

VO". The diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian !43",
Hii(ne) (i%e ,$!,%!), determine the energies of the flavor
states shown by the dotted lines. The crossing of these levels
indicates a resonance. H and L are the two resonances at
higher and lower densities respectively, Eqs. !23" and !24".
The solid lines represent the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
!43".
In the case of antineutrinos, the effective potential V for

the & e has the opposite sign: V%"!2GFne . The antineutri-
nos can then be represented on the same level crossing dia-
gram, as neutrinos traveling through matter with ‘‘effec-
tively’’ negative ne . The half-plane with positive values of
ne then describes neutrinos and the half-plane with negative
values of ne describes antineutrinos.
The neutrinos !antineutrinos" are produced inside a super-

nova in regions of high matter density. On their way towards
the Earth, they travel through a medium with almost mono-
tonically decreasing density, towards the vacuum where both
neutrinos and antineutrinos have vanishing effective poten-
tials. This corresponds to starting at the right !left" extreme
ends of the ne axis in Fig. 5, and moving towards ne%0.
The H resonance lies in the neutrino channel for the nor-

mal hierarchy and in the antineutrino channel for the inverted
hierarchy. The L resonance lies in the neutrino channel for
both the hierarchies as long as the solar neutrino solution is
SMA or LMA. For the VO solution, the L resonance may lie
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Neutrino oscillation in SK中性子化バーストの観測可能性 
SN at 10kpc 

正階層性で断熱的な場合： 
中性子化信号は0.9イベント程度。ep 事象は14程度(そのうち1.4事象が SN方向） 
中性子をタグできれば、 ep の「バックグラウンド」を1/5 以下に減らして、 
S/N比を３ぐらいにできる。 
 

振動なし 

正階層性 PH=1、あるいは 
逆階層性 

(e-+pn+e)  

正階層性でPH=0の場合 
PH: crossing probability at H resonance 
(PH=0: 断熱的な場合に相当) 

ニュートリノフラックスはLivermoreシミュレーションより 

中性子化バーストの信号 
(+e 散乱の前方散乱事象としてみえる 

e+p 事象の数 

Time (sec)
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Signal for Supernova nm and nt Neutrinos in Water Čerenkov Detectors
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We suggest that photons with energies between 5 and 10 MeV, generated by the (n, n0
pg) and

(n, n0
ng) reactions on 16O, constitute a signal which allows a unique identification of supernova nm and

nt neutrinos in water Čerenkov detectors. We calculate the yield of such g events and estimate that a
few hundred of them would be detected in Superkamiokande for a supernova at 10 kpc distance.

PACS numbers: 95.55.Vj, 25.30.Pt, 97.60.Bw

Neutrinos play a decisive role in various stages of super-
nova evolution [1]. In particular, the gravitational binding
energy of the nascent neutron star is released by neutrino-
pair production [2]. It is the neutrinos generated during
this cooling and deleptonization phase of the hot remnant
core which will be mainly observed in Earth-bound de-
tectors. Although pairs of all three flavors are generated
with equal luminosity [3], due to their smaller opacities nm

and nt neutrinos and their antiparticles decouple at smaller
radii, and thus higher temperatures in the core, than n

e

and
n̄

e

neutrinos. As the neutrinos decouple in neutron-rich
matter, which is less transparent for n

e

than for n̄
e

, it is
expected on general grounds that the neutrino spectra af-
ter decoupling obey the temperature hierarchy [3], Tn

x

.
Tn̄

e

. Tn
e

, where n
x

stands for nm, nt and their antipar-
ticles, which are assumed to have identical spectra. The
neutrino spectra can be approximately described by Fermi-
Dirac (FD) distributions with zero chemical potential and
Tn

x

≠ 8 MeV, Tn̄
e

≠ 5 MeV, and Tn
e

≠ 3.5 MeV, corre-
sponding to average neutrino energies of kEn

x

l ≠ 25 MeV,
kEn̄

e

l ≠ 16 MeV, and kEn
e

l ≠ 11 MeV. More elaborate
investigations of neutrino production in supernovae indi-
cate that the high-energy tail of the neutrino spectra is bet-
ter described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution with a finite
chemical potential [4,5].
In what is considered the birth of neutrino astrophysics,

neutrinos from supernova SN1987A have been detected by
the Kamiokande [6] and IMB [7] water Čerenkov detectors
(11 and 8 events, respectively). It is generally assumed
that these events originated from the n̄ 1 p ! n 1 e

1

reaction in water. The detection of n
e

and n
x

neutrinos
via the n 1 e ! n0 1 e

0 scattering or the 16Osn
e

, e

2d16F
reaction was strongly suppressed by the small effective
cross sections of these processes, although the n

e

induced
signal can in principle be separated by its angular distri-
bution [8]. The observability of supernova neutrinos will
significantly improve when the Superkamiokande (SK) de-
tector becomes operational [9]. This detector, with about
15 times the fiducial volume for supernova neutrinos of
Kamiokande and a lower threshold of Eth ≠ 5 MeV, will
be capable to detect also the recoil electrons from n 1

e ! n0 1 e

0. In principle, n
x

induced neutrino-electron
scattering events can be separated from everything else in
SK using their angular distributions and energy spectra [9].
However, only about one third of the n

x

1 e scattering
events will have energies distinctly larger than the recoil
electrons from n

e

1 e and n̄
e

1 e scattering. Moreover,
these higher energy electron recoils have to be separated
by their direction from the much more numerous positrons
from n̄

e

1 p ! n 1 e

1 with the same energy.
In this Letter we suggest another signal in water

Čerenkov detectors which allows one to unambiguously
identify n

x

induced events. The basis of our proposal
is the fact that SK can observe photons with energies
larger than 5 MeV [10]. Schematically our detection
scheme works as follows (Fig. 1). Supernova n

x

neutri-
nos, with average energies of ¯25 MeV, will predomi-
nantly excite 12 and 22 giant resonances in 16O via the
16Osn

x

, n0
x

d16Op neutral current reaction [11]. These reso-
nances are above the particle thresholds and will mainly
decay by proton and neutron emission. (Decay into the a
channel, although energetically allowed, is strongly sup-
pressed by isospin conservation [11].) Although the pro-
ton and neutron decays will be mainly to the ground states
of 15N and 15O, respectively, some of these decays will go
to excited states in these nuclei. If these excited states are

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the detection scheme for
supernova nm and nt neutrinos in water Čerenkov detectors.
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giant resonance

✓ Important to probe νµ, ντ flux
✓ Observables:

• nuclear emission (p,n)
• γ’s by giant resonance

✓Need nuclear physics info.
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
NC interactions on nuclei
ν + (N,Z) → (N,Z) + ν
ν + (N,Z) → (N-1,Z) + n + ν
ν + (N,Z) → (N,Z-1) + p + ν

Langanke, Vogel, Kolbe
Phys. Rev. Lett. 76 (1996) 2629

(Eν < ~150MeV)
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, where n
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ter described by a Fermi-Dirac distribution with a finite
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bution [8]. The observability of supernova neutrinos will
significantly improve when the Superkamiokande (SK) de-
tector becomes operational [9]. This detector, with about
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Kamiokande and a lower threshold of Eth ≠ 5 MeV, will
be capable to detect also the recoil electrons from n 1
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However, only about one third of the n
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1 e scattering
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nances are above the particle thresholds and will mainly
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the detection scheme for
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*

oxygen in water
ν + 16O → ν + 16O*

carbon in scintillator
ν + 12C → ν + 12C* → 16O + γ→ 12C + γ (15.11MeV)
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
NC interactions on nuclei

γ by giant resonance

Langanke, Vogel, Kolbe
Phys. Rev. Lett. 76 (1996) 2629

(Eν < ~150MeV)

oxygen in water
ν + 16O → ν + 16O*

carbon in scintillator
ν + 12C → ν + 12C* → 16O + γ→ 12C + γ (15.11MeV)
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TABLE II. Combined n
e

and n̄
e

partial cross sections (in
10242 cm2) for g decays via particle-bound excited states in
15N (upper eight rows) and in 15O (lower four rows). The
excitation energies E

x

are given in MeV. The calculations
have been performed for a Fermi-Dirac neutrino spectrum
with temperature and chemical potential (T ≠ 8 MeV, m ≠
0) (second column) and (T ≠ 6.26 MeV, m ≠ 3T) (third
column).

E

x

s s

5.27, 5.30 0.73 0.40
6.33 0.84 0.47

7.16, 7.30 0.24 0.12
7.56 0.05 0.02
8.32 0.07 0.03
8.57 0.07 0.04

9.05, 9.16, 9.22 0.31 0.16
9.76, 9.83, 9.93 0.14 0.07
5.18, 5.24 0.28 0.14
6.18 0.21 0.10

6.69, 6.86 0.14 0.07
7.28 0.02 0.01

purpose) will stem mainly from the n̄
e

1 p ! n 1 e

1

reaction. Adopting the Fermi-Dirac distribution with T ≠
5 MeV and zero chemical potential, we calculate a total
cross section for this reaction of 47 3 10242cm2. (This
includes the factor n ≠ 2 for the two protons in a water
molecule. The result is somewhat smaller than that quoted
in [3] where minor effects, such as the weak magnetism and
recoil were not included.) However, the energy spectrum
of positrons as seen by SK is peaked at around 15 MeV
and only a small fraction of events is in the energy window
E ≠ 5 10 MeV. This becomes obvious in Fig. 2, where
we compare the positron spectrum with the g spectrum
calculated for the n

x

and n̄
x

induced reaction on 16O. The
latter has been multiplied by a factor of 2 (to account for nm

and nt neutrinos) and by 16y25 to consider the ratio of n̄
e

and n
x

fluxes [,kEn
x

lykEn̄
e

l; see Eq. (1)] at the detector.
An energy resolution 14%ysEy10d1y2 [10], where E is in
MeV, i.e., 1 MeV for the energies of interest, has been
assumed for the detector. As is obvious from Fig. 2, the
g spectrum constitutes a clear signal at E ≠ 5 7 MeV on
top of a smooth background from the n̄

e

1 p ! n 1 e

1

reaction. Our calculation predicts most of the photons
to stem from the decay of the three lowest levels in 15N
and 15O. Further, in Fig. 2 and Table II we assume that
the detector will record all photons in a possible cascade
of several g rays as a single event. Let us stress that
each of such multiphoton events will contain at least one
photon above the 5 MeV threshold. The n

e

and n̄
e

induced
neutral current reactions on 16O also produce g events
with energiesE ¯ 5 10 MeV. However, due to the lower
temperatures of supernova n

e

and n̄
e

neutrinos and the high
threshold of sn, n0

pgd and sn, n0
ngd reactions in 16O, the

background signal generated by sn
e

1 n̄
e

d neutrinos is less
than 2% of the n

x

induced g events.

FIG. 2. Signal expected from supernova neutrinos in a water
Čerenkov detector. The solid line is the sum of the g spectrum,
generated by n

x

and n̄
x

reactions on 16O, and of the positron
spectrum (dashed line) from the n̄

e

1 p ! n 1 e

1 reaction.
The upper part (a) has been calculated assuming Fermi-
Dirac neutrino distributions with (T ≠ 8 MeV, m ≠ 0) and
(T ≠ 5 MeV, m ≠ 0) for n

x

and n̄
e

neutrinos, respectively.
In the lower part (b) Fermi-Dirac neutrino distributions with
(T ≠ 6.26 MeV, m ≠ 3T) and (T ≠ 4 MeV, m ≠ 3T ) have
been assumed for n

x

and n̄
e

neutrinos. The energy E refers to
the photon or positron energy, respectively. The spectra are in
arbitrary units.

Other possible backgrounds are neutrino-electron scat-
tering and charged current reactions on 16O. For these re-
actions we find smooth electron or positron spectra, whose
cross sections in the interval E ≠ 5 10 MeV (normalized
with the appropriate flux ratios and target numbers n) are
much smaller than the g signal. Water also contains a
tiny amount of 18O and even less 17O. However, their
natural abundances (¯0.2% and 0.04%, respectively) are
too small for neutrino reactions on 18O to be of impor-
tance (see Ref. [8] for the calculated charged current cross
sections).
We then repeated our calculation of the n

x

and n̄
x

induced reactions on 16O, using a Fermi-Dirac neutrino
spectrum (FD2) with T ≠ 6.26 MeV and m ≠ 3T [5],

fsEd ,
E

2

1 1 expfsE 2 mdyT g
, (2)

which has the same average neutrino energy as the FD1
distribution. We find that the FD2 total and partial cross
sections are smaller by about a factor of 2 when compared
to the FD1 results (see Table I). Noting that the main
contribution to the cross sections comes from neutrinos
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molecule. The result is somewhat smaller than that quoted
in [3] where minor effects, such as the weak magnetism and
recoil were not included.) However, the energy spectrum
of positrons as seen by SK is peaked at around 15 MeV
and only a small fraction of events is in the energy window
E ≠ 5 10 MeV. This becomes obvious in Fig. 2, where
we compare the positron spectrum with the g spectrum
calculated for the n

x

and n̄
x

induced reaction on 16O. The
latter has been multiplied by a factor of 2 (to account for nm

and nt neutrinos) and by 16y25 to consider the ratio of n̄
e

and n
x

fluxes [,kEn
x

lykEn̄
e

l; see Eq. (1)] at the detector.
An energy resolution 14%ysEy10d1y2 [10], where E is in
MeV, i.e., 1 MeV for the energies of interest, has been
assumed for the detector. As is obvious from Fig. 2, the
g spectrum constitutes a clear signal at E ≠ 5 7 MeV on
top of a smooth background from the n̄

e

1 p ! n 1 e

1

reaction. Our calculation predicts most of the photons
to stem from the decay of the three lowest levels in 15N
and 15O. Further, in Fig. 2 and Table II we assume that
the detector will record all photons in a possible cascade
of several g rays as a single event. Let us stress that
each of such multiphoton events will contain at least one
photon above the 5 MeV threshold. The n

e

and n̄
e

induced
neutral current reactions on 16O also produce g events
with energiesE ¯ 5 10 MeV. However, due to the lower
temperatures of supernova n

e

and n̄
e

neutrinos and the high
threshold of sn, n0

pgd and sn, n0
ngd reactions in 16O, the

background signal generated by sn
e

1 n̄
e

d neutrinos is less
than 2% of the n

x

induced g events.

FIG. 2. Signal expected from supernova neutrinos in a water
Čerenkov detector. The solid line is the sum of the g spectrum,
generated by n

x

and n̄
x

reactions on 16O, and of the positron
spectrum (dashed line) from the n̄

e

1 p ! n 1 e

1 reaction.
The upper part (a) has been calculated assuming Fermi-
Dirac neutrino distributions with (T ≠ 8 MeV, m ≠ 0) and
(T ≠ 5 MeV, m ≠ 0) for n

x

and n̄
e

neutrinos, respectively.
In the lower part (b) Fermi-Dirac neutrino distributions with
(T ≠ 6.26 MeV, m ≠ 3T) and (T ≠ 4 MeV, m ≠ 3T ) have
been assumed for n

x

and n̄
e

neutrinos. The energy E refers to
the photon or positron energy, respectively. The spectra are in
arbitrary units.

Other possible backgrounds are neutrino-electron scat-
tering and charged current reactions on 16O. For these re-
actions we find smooth electron or positron spectra, whose
cross sections in the interval E ≠ 5 10 MeV (normalized
with the appropriate flux ratios and target numbers n) are
much smaller than the g signal. Water also contains a
tiny amount of 18O and even less 17O. However, their
natural abundances (¯0.2% and 0.04%, respectively) are
too small for neutrino reactions on 18O to be of impor-
tance (see Ref. [8] for the calculated charged current cross
sections).
We then repeated our calculation of the n

x

and n̄
x

induced reactions on 16O, using a Fermi-Dirac neutrino
spectrum (FD2) with T ≠ 6.26 MeV and m ≠ 3T [5],

fsEd ,
E

2

1 1 expfsE 2 mdyT g
, (2)

which has the same average neutrino energy as the FD1
distribution. We find that the FD2 total and partial cross
sections are smaller by about a factor of 2 when compared
to the FD1 results (see Table I). Noting that the main
contribution to the cross sections comes from neutrinos

2631

✓ Important to probe νµ, ντ flux
✓ Observables:

• nuclear emission (p,n)
• γ’s by giant resonance

✓Need nuclear physics info.

ν + (N,Z) → (N,Z) + ν
ν + (N,Z) → (N-1,Z) + n + ν
ν + (N,Z) → (N,Z-1) + p + ν νe+p
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Neutrino interaction for SNν
NC interactions on nuclei
Measurement of γ’s from giant resonance in oxygen and carbon
→ precise cross section measurement

Cs
I V

et
o�

Grand-Raiden�

Proton beam�

P’�

p�Proton�

NaI 5x5 Array�

 I.Ou’s presentation
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✓  Observables:
• recoil proton by liquid scintillator detector
• free from neutrino oscillation

38

Neutrino interaction for SNν
NC neutrino-proton elastic scattering
ν + p → ν + p

Beacom, Farr, Vogel
PRD 66 (2002) 033001

Visible energy [MeV]

スペクトルの違いから、全放出エネルギーと温度が同時に
測定できる。

Etot = 2.0 ! 1053 ergs T = 8MeV

4.2 ! 1053 ergs, 6 MeV

1.4 ! 1053 ergs, 10 MeV

103 fits for each clusters

true values

超新星観測でのカムランドの特徴

! + p " ! + p

Original neutrino energy and 
temperature can be determined 

by recoil proton spectrum

~300 events/1000ton above 200 keV
~150 events/1000ton above 350 keV

c.f.
KamLAND : 1000 ton with 350 keV threshold
Borexino : 300 ton with 200 keV therehold



Supernova neutrino 
detectors
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on the solar parameter space.
Figure 33 shows the allowed region in (!12, !13) space

obtained from the global solar analysis and our Kam-
LAND analysis. As shown in the figure, in the global
solar contour, the larger value of !13 prefers the larger
value of !12, while in the KamLAND contour the larger
value of !13 prefers the smaller value of !12. The
global solar analysis finds that the best fit values at
sin2 !12 = 0.31±0.03 (tan2 !12 = 0.44±0.06) and!m2

21 =
6.0+2.2

!2.5 ! 10!5eV2. Combined with the KamLAND re-
sult, the best-fit oscillation parameters are found to be
sin2 !12 = 0.31+0.03

!0.02 (tan2 !12 = 0.44+0.06
!0.04) and !m2

21 =

7.7± 0.3! 10!5eV2. The best fit value of sin2 !13 is 0.01,
and an upper bound is obtained, sin2 !13 < 0.060 at the
95% C.L., for the global solar analysis. Combining with
the KamLAND contour, the best fit value of sin2 !13 is
0.025+0.018

!0.016 and the 95% C.L. upper limit of the sin2 !13
is found to be 0.059.

!
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FIG. 32: Allowed region in solar parameter space (!12,!m2)
obtained by the three-flavor analysis. The thick lines and
the star mark show the allowed regions and the best fit point
of the global solar analysis. The thin lines and the square
mark show the allowed regions and the best fit point of our
KamLAND analysis. The filled areas and the filled circle
mark show the allowed regions and the best fit point of the
combined analysis. For all regions, the innermost area (red),
the middle area (green) and the outermost area (blue) show
68.3, 95, 99.7 % C.L. respectively.

The flux value of 8B neutrinos can be extracted using
the oscillation parameters obtained from the fitting of
the global solar and KamLAND result. As in Equation
4.1, " is a free parameter to minimize the #2 and there
is no constraint from the SSM prediction in #2

SK+SNO.
Table VII summarizes the scaled 8B flux values by us-
ing "m at the best fit point obtained by the global solar
analysis and the global solar + KamLAND analyses in
both two and three flavor analyses. The size of the error
corresponds to the maximum and minimum flux values

si
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2
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FIG. 33: Allowed region in (!12, !13) space obtained by the
three-flavor analysis. The definitions of marks and lines are
same as in Figure 32.

8B flux (!106cm!2s!1)
Global solar (2 flavor) 5.3 ±0.2
Global solar + KamLAND (2 flavor) 5.1 ±0.1
Global solar (3 flavor) 5.3 ±0.2
Global solar + KamLAND (3 flavor) 5.3 +0.1

!0.2

TABLE VII: 8B neutrino flux obtained from the oscillation
parameter fitting.

among the 1$ oscillation parameter region. As shown in
the table, the 8B flux agrees well with the latest SSM
prediction [32], and the size of the uncertainty is 2 " 3%
which is consistent with the SNO result [20].

V. CONCLUSION

Super-Kamiokande has measured the solar 8B flux to
be (2.32± 0.04(stat.)± 0.05(sys.))! 106 cm!2sec!1 dur-
ing its third phase; the systematic uncertainty is smaller
than for SK-I. Combining all solar experiments in a
two flavor fit, the best fit is found to favor the LMA
region at sin2 !12 = 0.30+0.02

!0.01 (tan2 !12 = 0.42+0.04
!0.02)

and !m2
21 = 6.2+1.1

!1.9 ! 10!5eV2. Combined with the
KamLAND result, the best-fit oscillation parameters are
found to be sin2 !12 = 0.31±0.01 (tan2 !12 = 0.44±0.03)
and !m2

21 = 7.6± 0.2! 10!5eV2, in excellent agreement
with previous solar neutrino oscillation measurements.
In a three-flavor analysis combining all solar neutrino ex-
periments and the KamLAND result, the best fit value
of sin2 !13 is found to be 0.025+0.018

!0.016 and an upper bound
is obtained as sin2 !13 < 0.059 at 95% C. L..

ニュートリノ振動
２０００年代

SK
SNO (CC)
SNO (NC)

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

νe νx

1000t �� 

SNO

Super-Kamiokande

νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-
電子弾性散乱 (ES)

入射ニュートリノの方向を保存
高統計、高精度の測定
電子ニュートリノ反応断面積は
他のニュートリノの～７倍

νe + d → e- + p + p

太陽内部で
発生時

ニュートリノの種類を区別できる

荷電カレント (CC)

νx + d → νx + n + p
中性カレント (NC)

νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-
電子弾性散乱 (ES)

ニュートリノ振動パラメータ

Phys. Rev. D 83, 052010 (2011)

Solar + KamLAND

12年2月19日日曜日

Water Cherenkov / Liquid scintillator / Others
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SNO 

Neutrino experiment
Cosmic ray muon flux

� =
G2

F s

�
~(Eν[GeV])x10-41cm2

quite small cross section,
e.g. a neutrino with 10MeV interacts 

after transverse 3x1021 cm in the water.
(ref. 1 light year ~ 9.5x1017 cm)

Large size of detector is required, 
because of very small cross section

Neutrino detectors 
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Low background

SN ν @ G.C. 

Solar ν 

Atmospheric ν 

MeV GeV TeV 

Astrophysical ν ? 

T2K ν 

Relic SN ν 
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Current SNνdetectors

KAGRA

Kamioka
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Current SNνdetectors

KAGRA

Kamioka
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Current SNνdetectors

KAGRA

Kamioka

In winter… 
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Current SNνdetectors

39.3m 

41.4m 

50kt water Cherenkov detector 
22.5kt fiducial volume 
 
         20�PMT  photocathode  
          (inner)       coverage  
SK-1  11,146        40% 
SK-2    5,182        19% 
SK-3  11,129        40% 

Placed inside the Kamioka mine 
1000m underground 

1000m 

SK 

Cherenkov light 

charged 
particle 

neutrino 

Super-Kamiokande
32kton fiducial volume for SN

20’ PMT   photocathode
(inner)      coverage

SK-1     11,146         40%
SK-2       5,182         19%
SK-3     11,129         40%
SK-4   same as SK-3
          with new electronics

νe,x e-   

✓ Underground in Kamioka 
mine, (almost BG free)
✓ 3.5MeV energy 
threshold for recoil electron
✓ Dominant process is 
inverse beta decay
✓ Good directionality for νe 
elastic scattering

charged 
particle θ

50kton Water Cherenkov detector
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Current SNνdetectors
Super-Kamiokande

νe""+"n"!""e%""+"p"

νµ""+"n"!""µ%""+"p"
発生する荷電レプトンは
•元のニュートリノの種類を識別
•元のニュートリノの方向を保存

ν
e/μ

Super-Kamiokande IV
Run 999999 Sub 0 Event 209 
10-02-17:16:23:39
Inner: 3136 hits, 6453 pe
Outer: 3 hits, 2 pe
Trigger: 0x03
D_wall: 1218.7 cm
e-like, p = 701.5 MeV/c

Charge(pe)
    >26.7
23.3-26.7
20.2-23.3
17.3-20.2
14.7-17.3
12.2-14.7
10.0-12.2
 8.0-10.0
 6.2- 8.0
 4.7- 6.2
 3.3- 4.7
 2.2- 3.3
 1.3- 2.2
 0.7- 1.3
 0.2- 0.7
    < 0.2

0 500 1000 1500 2000
0

260

520

780

1040

1300
0 mu-e
decays

0 500 1000 1500 2000
0

260

520

780

1040

1300

Times (ns)

e"like�

Super-Kamiokande IV
Run 999999 Sub 0 Event 454 
10-02-15:01:25:39
Inner: 2208 hits, 9333 pe
Outer: 10 hits, 9 pe
Trigger: 0x03
D_wall: 1479.4 cm
mu-like, p = 1154.7 MeV/c

Charge(pe)
    >26.7
23.3-26.7
20.2-23.3
17.3-20.2
14.7-17.3
12.2-14.7
10.0-12.2
 8.0-10.0
 6.2- 8.0
 4.7- 6.2
 3.3- 4.7
 2.2- 3.3
 1.3- 2.2
 0.7- 1.3
 0.2- 0.7
    < 0.2

0 500 1000 1500 2000
0

172

344

516

688

860
0 mu-e
decays

0 500 1000 1500 2000
0

172

344

516

688

860

Times (ns)

µ!like�

For atm./acc. neutrinos
(~GeV)
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Current SNνdetectors
Super-Kamiokande For solar / SN neutrinos

(~MeV)

ID

OD

vertex 55cm hit timing
direction 23deg. hit pattern
energy 14% # of hits.

Detector performance

~ 6 hits/MeV
well calibrated by LINAC / 
DT within 0.5% precision

Ee = 8.6 MeV (kin.)
cosθsun = 0.95

Resolution@10MeV   Information

How to reconstruct?
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Current SNνdetectors
Super-Kamiokande For solar / SN neutrinos

(~MeV)

 SRN  
の予想 

現在のバックグラウンドレベ
ル（主に、宇宙線核破砕現
象(spallation)の取りこぼし
および太陽ニュートリノ） 

SRNに対する主要なバックグラウンド 

現在のSRN解析のしきい値 

Gdによって中性子をタグすることによって、バックグラウンドを
落とすことができる。 

～4桁の差 

(for solar neutrino analysis) 

where the spallation is expected to have occurred. The
distance along the muon track from where the spallation
is expected to occur to where the relic candidate exists is
the third likelihood variable, longitudinal distance LLONG.
Lastly, the value of the combined charge in the largest nine
consecutive bins of the dE=dx histogram is our fourth
likelihood variable, QPEAK. The more charge in the peak,
the more likely the muon is to be making spallation.

Probability density functions (PDFs) are formed for
each of the four spallation variables. For each muon cate-
gorization, the relic candidates were correlated to muons
preceding the candidate in time (the ‘‘data sample’’), and
correlations were examined. A random sample was formed
by taking the same correlations to muons immediately
following the relic candidate in time. The random sample
histograms were subtracted from the data histograms
(yielding a ‘‘spallation sample’’), for each muon catego-
rization. These profiles were parametrized, resulting in
functions representing spallation (from the spallation sam-
ple) and accidental correlation background (from the ran-
dom sample). These parametrizations, once normalized,
are the PDFs, which are multiplied together to give the
likelihood (for example, see Fig. 4).

For each muon categorization, a cut on the likelihood
was instituted. Cut values were tuned until no statistically
significant difference existed in the distributions of the data
remaining after the cut compared to the random sample for
the !t and LTRANS variables. The spallation contamination
remaining after the spallation cut is difficult to estimate
due to the large statistical uncertainties, but no evidence
for remaining background was found. For the SK-I/III
combined sample, we could see any excess with a reso-
lution of about 4 events; and for SK-II, with a resolution
of about 2 events.

µ track

relic candidate

peak of
dE/dx plot

LTRANS

LLONG

FIG. 3 (color online). Schematic explanation of spallation
distance variables.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Example of a dE=dx plot. The red line
indicates where along the muon track the candidate was recon-
structed. This example has particularly good correlation.
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FIG. 4 (color online). SK-I/III data with likelihood functions
overlaid for single through-going muons. Top shows transverse
distance; bottom shows longitudinal distance.

K. BAYS et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 85, 052007 (2012)

052007-4
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50kton Water Cherenkov detector

49

Current SNνdetectors
Super-Kamiokande

Expected number of event

Livermore simulation
Totani, Sato, Dalhed, Wilson, ApJ. 496 (1998) 216

~7300 ev (inverse beta decay)
~100 ev (16O CC)
~300 ev (νe elastic scattering)
~360 ev (16O NC γ)
at 10kpc, 4.5MeV energy threshold

charged 
particle θ

18

on the solar parameter space.
Figure 33 shows the allowed region in (!12, !13) space

obtained from the global solar analysis and our Kam-
LAND analysis. As shown in the figure, in the global
solar contour, the larger value of !13 prefers the larger
value of !12, while in the KamLAND contour the larger
value of !13 prefers the smaller value of !12. The
global solar analysis finds that the best fit values at
sin2 !12 = 0.31±0.03 (tan2 !12 = 0.44±0.06) and!m2

21 =
6.0+2.2

!2.5 ! 10!5eV2. Combined with the KamLAND re-
sult, the best-fit oscillation parameters are found to be
sin2 !12 = 0.31+0.03

!0.02 (tan2 !12 = 0.44+0.06
!0.04) and !m2

21 =

7.7± 0.3! 10!5eV2. The best fit value of sin2 !13 is 0.01,
and an upper bound is obtained, sin2 !13 < 0.060 at the
95% C.L., for the global solar analysis. Combining with
the KamLAND contour, the best fit value of sin2 !13 is
0.025+0.018

!0.016 and the 95% C.L. upper limit of the sin2 !13
is found to be 0.059.
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FIG. 32: Allowed region in solar parameter space (!12,!m2)
obtained by the three-flavor analysis. The thick lines and
the star mark show the allowed regions and the best fit point
of the global solar analysis. The thin lines and the square
mark show the allowed regions and the best fit point of our
KamLAND analysis. The filled areas and the filled circle
mark show the allowed regions and the best fit point of the
combined analysis. For all regions, the innermost area (red),
the middle area (green) and the outermost area (blue) show
68.3, 95, 99.7 % C.L. respectively.

The flux value of 8B neutrinos can be extracted using
the oscillation parameters obtained from the fitting of
the global solar and KamLAND result. As in Equation
4.1, " is a free parameter to minimize the #2 and there
is no constraint from the SSM prediction in #2

SK+SNO.
Table VII summarizes the scaled 8B flux values by us-
ing "m at the best fit point obtained by the global solar
analysis and the global solar + KamLAND analyses in
both two and three flavor analyses. The size of the error
corresponds to the maximum and minimum flux values
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FIG. 33: Allowed region in (!12, !13) space obtained by the
three-flavor analysis. The definitions of marks and lines are
same as in Figure 32.

8B flux (!106cm!2s!1)
Global solar (2 flavor) 5.3 ±0.2
Global solar + KamLAND (2 flavor) 5.1 ±0.1
Global solar (3 flavor) 5.3 ±0.2
Global solar + KamLAND (3 flavor) 5.3 +0.1

!0.2

TABLE VII: 8B neutrino flux obtained from the oscillation
parameter fitting.

among the 1$ oscillation parameter region. As shown in
the table, the 8B flux agrees well with the latest SSM
prediction [32], and the size of the uncertainty is 2 " 3%
which is consistent with the SNO result [20].

V. CONCLUSION

Super-Kamiokande has measured the solar 8B flux to
be (2.32± 0.04(stat.)± 0.05(sys.))! 106 cm!2sec!1 dur-
ing its third phase; the systematic uncertainty is smaller
than for SK-I. Combining all solar experiments in a
two flavor fit, the best fit is found to favor the LMA
region at sin2 !12 = 0.30+0.02

!0.01 (tan2 !12 = 0.42+0.04
!0.02)

and !m2
21 = 6.2+1.1

!1.9 ! 10!5eV2. Combined with the
KamLAND result, the best-fit oscillation parameters are
found to be sin2 !12 = 0.31±0.01 (tan2 !12 = 0.44±0.03)
and !m2

21 = 7.6± 0.2! 10!5eV2, in excellent agreement
with previous solar neutrino oscillation measurements.
In a three-flavor analysis combining all solar neutrino ex-
periments and the KamLAND result, the best fit value
of sin2 !13 is found to be 0.025+0.018

!0.016 and an upper bound
is obtained as sin2 !13 < 0.059 at 95% C. L..

ニュートリノ振動
２０００年代

SK
SNO (CC)
SNO (NC)

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

νe νx

1000t �� 

SNO

Super-Kamiokande

νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-
電子弾性散乱 (ES)

入射ニュートリノの方向を保存
高統計、高精度の測定
電子ニュートリノ反応断面積は
他のニュートリノの～７倍

νe + d → e- + p + p

太陽内部で
発生時

ニュートリノの種類を区別できる

荷電カレント (CC)

νx + d → νx + n + p
中性カレント (NC)

νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-
電子弾性散乱 (ES)

ニュートリノ振動パラメータ

Phys. Rev. D 83, 052010 (2011)

Solar + KamLAND

12年2月19日日曜日
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νe+p 

νe+p 

νe+p νe+p 

ν+e ν+e 

ν+e 
ν+e 

50

Current SNνdetectors
Super-Kamiokande Simulation of angular distribution

✓ ν-e elastic scattering has 
good directionality.
✓ Direction of supernova can 
be determined with an 
accuracy of 4~5 degree.
✓ Spectrum of νe events can 
be statistically extracted 
using the direction to 
supernova.
✓ If Gd loaded, it will be 
more accurate since νe signal 
can be separated. (later)
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Current SNνdetectors
Super-Kamiokande Time variation of νe+p at 10kpc

Time variation of event rate  Time variation of mean energy  
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Current SNνdetectors
Super-Kamiokande For Supernova Relic Neutrinos

�����SRN���	 
1.3 -6.7 events/year/22.5kt 
(10-30MeV) 

 SRN�������  
(νe fluxes) 

SRN flux ����Horiuchi et 
al. PRD, 79, 083013 (2009)�

SK�
����
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Current SNνdetectors
Super-Kamiokande Backgrounds for SRN

NC  Elastic

Decay electron

νe CC

µ/π

νx
νx

νμ

νe

μ e

e

e
T < 50 MeV

“reactor + solar”

“atm. muon neutrinos”

“atm. electron neutrinos”

“μ/π production from 
atm.  neutrinos”

νx

“invisible muon”

π
νμ μ e

T > 200 MeV

“visible short muon track”

νx
NC{
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Supernova Relic Neutrinos
Current Super-K w/o neutron tagging

Only this signal

SK collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 85, 052007 (2012) 
SKでのSRN探索の現状（SK-I, II, IIIの結果） 

E (MeV) 

SK-I/III 
data 
νμ  CC 
νe CC 
NC elastic 
μ/π > C. thr. 
all background 
SRN signal 

Signal Events Low angle events Isotropic Events 

e e+ p 

n (invisible) 

42o 

μ, π 25-45o 
 

N 
 

reconstructed 
angle near 90o 

大気
BG 

リングの開き角による仕分け 
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It is notable that this result is less stringent than the 2003
result of 1:2 !! cm!2 s!1 positron energy >18 MeV. There
are multiple reasons for this.

First, a 0th order approximation of the inverse beta cross
section was then used. Now, the full cross section from [25]
is used. This raises the limit by about 8%. If events with
postactivity are also removed, the old-style analysis limit
becomes 1:35 cm!2 s!1. Furthermore, the binned "2

method used assumed Gaussian statistics, while
Poissonian statistics are more appropriate considering the
low statistics. This alone would change the limit from 1.2
to 1:7 cm!2 s!1. When all these corrections are combined,
the original analysis result of 1:2 !! cm!2 s!1 instead be-
comes 1:9 !! cm!2 s!1.

With our improved analysis, if we neglect atmospheric !
background systematics (which were not fully included in
the 2003 study), the SK-I only LMA result is
1:6 !! cm!2 s!1 (> 18 MeV positron energy), which is
more stringent than the published analysis with these cor-
rections. However, the SK-II and SK-III data show a hint of
a signal, which causes the limit to become less stringent
when all the data are combined, for the final LMA result
(with all systematics) of 2:0 !! cm!2 s!1 > 18 MeV posi-
tron energy, or 2:9 !! cm!2 s!1 > 16 MeV positron energy.

B. Typical SN ! emission limit

Most of the elements involved in a comprehensive pre-
diction of the SRN flux are now fairly well-known [32]
(e.g., initial mass functions, cosmic star formation history,
Hubble expansion, etc.), and thus we can parametrize
typical supernova neutrino emission using two effective
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FIG. 17 (color). True positron spectra in SK for each neutrino
temperature, from 3 to 8 MeV in 0.5 MeV steps (SN !!e

luminosity of 5" 1052 ergs assumed).
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FIG. 18 (color online). Results plotted as an exclusion contour
in SN neutrino luminosity vs neutrino temperature parameter
space. The Irvine-Michigan-Brookhaven (IMB) and
Kamiokande allowed areas for 1987A data are shown (originally
from [35]) along with our new 90% C.L. result. The dashed line
shows the individual 90% C.L. results of each temperature
considered separately, which is not a true two-dimensional
exclusion contour. Results are in the form of Fig. 6 from [32].
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FIG. 19 (color online). Exclusion contour plotted in a parame-
ter space of SRN event rate vs neutrino temperature. The red
shaded contour shows our 90% C.L. result. The dashed line
shows the individual 90% C.L. results of each temperature
considered separately, which is not a true two-dimensional
exclusion contour. CGI is cosmic gas infall model, HMA is
heavy metal abundance model, CE is chemical evolution model,
LMA is large mixing angle model, FS is failed supernova model,
and the 6 and 4 MeV cases are from [13]. For the 4 and 6 MeV
cases a total uncertainty is provided and shown, and the HMA
model gives a range which is shown. Other models have no given
range or uncertainty and are represented by a star.

TABLE V. 90% C.L. flux limit ( !! cm!2 s!1), E! > 17:3 MeV.

Model SK-I SK-II SK-III All Predicted

Gas infall (97) <2:1 <7:5 <7:8 <2:8 0.3
Chemical (97) <2:2 <7:2 <7:8 <2:8 0.6
Heavy metal (00) <2:2 <7:4 <7:8 <2:8 <1:8
LMA (03) <2:5 <7:7 <8:0 <2:9 1.7
Failed SN (09) <2:4 <8:0 <8:4 <3:0 0.7
6 MeV (09) <2:7 <7:4 <8:7 <3:1 1.5
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It is notable that this result is less stringent than the 2003
result of 1:2 !! cm!2 s!1 positron energy >18 MeV. There
are multiple reasons for this.

First, a 0th order approximation of the inverse beta cross
section was then used. Now, the full cross section from [25]
is used. This raises the limit by about 8%. If events with
postactivity are also removed, the old-style analysis limit
becomes 1:35 cm!2 s!1. Furthermore, the binned "2

method used assumed Gaussian statistics, while
Poissonian statistics are more appropriate considering the
low statistics. This alone would change the limit from 1.2
to 1:7 cm!2 s!1. When all these corrections are combined,
the original analysis result of 1:2 !! cm!2 s!1 instead be-
comes 1:9 !! cm!2 s!1.

With our improved analysis, if we neglect atmospheric !
background systematics (which were not fully included in
the 2003 study), the SK-I only LMA result is
1:6 !! cm!2 s!1 (> 18 MeV positron energy), which is
more stringent than the published analysis with these cor-
rections. However, the SK-II and SK-III data show a hint of
a signal, which causes the limit to become less stringent
when all the data are combined, for the final LMA result
(with all systematics) of 2:0 !! cm!2 s!1 > 18 MeV posi-
tron energy, or 2:9 !! cm!2 s!1 > 16 MeV positron energy.

B. Typical SN ! emission limit

Most of the elements involved in a comprehensive pre-
diction of the SRN flux are now fairly well-known [32]
(e.g., initial mass functions, cosmic star formation history,
Hubble expansion, etc.), and thus we can parametrize
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Kamiokande allowed areas for 1987A data are shown (originally
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shows the individual 90% C.L. results of each temperature
considered separately, which is not a true two-dimensional
exclusion contour. Results are in the form of Fig. 6 from [32].
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considered separately, which is not a true two-dimensional
exclusion contour. CGI is cosmic gas infall model, HMA is
heavy metal abundance model, CE is chemical evolution model,
LMA is large mixing angle model, FS is failed supernova model,
and the 6 and 4 MeV cases are from [13]. For the 4 and 6 MeV
cases a total uncertainty is provided and shown, and the HMA
model gives a range which is shown. Other models have no given
range or uncertainty and are represented by a star.

TABLE V. 90% C.L. flux limit ( !! cm!2 s!1), E! > 17:3 MeV.

Model SK-I SK-II SK-III All Predicted

Gas infall (97) <2:1 <7:5 <7:8 <2:8 0.3
Chemical (97) <2:2 <7:2 <7:8 <2:8 0.6
Heavy metal (00) <2:2 <7:4 <7:8 <2:8 <1:8
LMA (03) <2:5 <7:7 <8:0 <2:9 1.7
Failed SN (09) <2:4 <8:0 <8:4 <3:0 0.7
6 MeV (09) <2:7 <7:4 <8:7 <3:1 1.5
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SK collaboration, Phys. Rev. D 85, 052007 (2012)

Current Super-K w/o neutron tagging
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Current Super-K with neutron tagging (2.2MeV gamma)

νe!

e+!

p!
n! γ#p!

2.2MeV

~200 usec.

each cut. The efficiency of the delayed event is corrected with a fac-
tor of !92% due to the 533 ls time window. It is observed that
most delayed events cannot fire sufficient PMTs to meet the mini-
mum requirement on N10. Basing the TOF correction on the SRN
candidate vertex (rather than the true vertex of the delayed event)
changes the efficiency of finding delayed events by at most 2.5%
relatively. Uniformity of both the MC signal efficiency and the
background probability were studied using 110 positions within
the detector. These spatial variations of MC signal efficiency and
background probability were found to be 5.9% and 16.8%, respec-
tively. These variations were then assigned to the systematic
uncertainties. Therefore, the efficiency and the background proba-
bility for the delayed events are "17:74# 0:04stat: # 1:05sys:$% and
"1:06# 0:01stat: # 0:18sys:$%, respectively. Combining the primary
event efficiency and delayed event efficiency, the IBD detection
efficiency "!$ is obtained to be "13:0# 0:8$%.

4. Test with Am/Be source data

To verify the detection efficiency for the 2.2 MeV c’s given in
Table 2, a test was carried out using an Am/Be source embedded
in a bismuth germanate (BGO) scintillator during SK-IV. The exper-
imental setup and other details can be found elsewhere [19]. The
experimental apparatus was deployed at certain positions in the
SK tank, during which the forced trigger gate for catching the
2.2 MeV c’s was temporarily enlarged to 800 ls in order to obtain
a more complete neutron lifetime spectrum. To get the time distri-
bution of the source-related background and accidental back-
ground, 10 Hz of 800 ls random trigger data was also taken.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of time differences (DT) between
the delayed events and the prompt events, which is fitted with
an exponential plus a constant with the signal fraction as a free
parameter, to give the neutron lifetime in water. In order to verify
the neutron lifetime time and examine possible position depen-
dence of detection efficiency, the source was deployed at three dif-
ferent locations: at the center of the tank, close to the wall, and
close to the top. All of the resulting lifetime measurements were
consistent within one standard deviation. The average neutron life-
time in water was found to be "203:7# 2:8$ ls. The efficiencies
measured at the three locations are in agreement within 10%,
which also agrees with the estimation of Monte Carlo simulation.
The average efficiency of "19:0# 0:2$% in this enlarged 800 ls

window is in good agreement with the value of "19:2# 0:1$% esti-
mated from MC simulation.

5. Analysis and results

Returning to the low energy SRN search using 960 live days of
SK-IV data, after passing the selection criteria for both the prompt
events and the delayed events the relevant distributions for the
remaining events with at least one neutron candidate are shown
in Fig. 3. There are 13 IBD candidates observed consistent with
accidental background events evaluated to be 10# 1:7. Two out
of these 13 primary events with electron energies around
12 MeV are observed to have two neutron candidates, which indi-
cates they are likely to be from spallation backgrounds with high
neutron multiplicity.

A number of studies have been performed to provide insight
into the origin of possible background in this energy domain, espe-
cially those arising from atmospheric !ml=ml CC interaction, p# pro-
duction and NC interactions with water. This is achieved by
changing the cut on the Cherenkov angle hC of the primary event,
in which an electron/positron is defined with 38% < hC < 50%. The
l# and p# events are defined with hC < 38%, while the NC events
are defined with hC > 50%. There are 144 primary l# and p# candi-
date events with 22 delayed candidates and 489 NC candidate
events with 47 delayed candidates. A clear neutron lifetime curve
is observed in both delayed candidate samples, showing that the
primary events are indeed accompanied by neutrons. The flat tim-
ing offset distribution for the delayed candidates in Fig. 3 does not
show significant leakage from these two types of physical back-
grounds. The number of atmospheric !me events is estimated to be
0.1, while the number of the !ml events is about 1.0. The later is
due to the !ml charged-current interaction, which produces a
delayed neutron and a positron from an invisible l& Michel decay.
In absence of a significant signal the Rolke method [20] is used to
convert the number of observed and expected background events
nobs ' 13 and nbkg ' 10:0# 1:7 to a 90% C.L upper limit of 80.1
events in total or 30.5 events/22.5 (kton(year), taking into account
the IBD detection efficiency !. Table 3 lists the expected number of
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Fig. 2. Distribution of DT for the Am/Be data (points). The curve is for the fitting
results. The shaded histogram indicates the expected background. Errors are
statistical only.
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Fig. 3. Positron energy spectrum of the IBD candidates (points). The histogram
represents the expected accidental background. The plot embedded in the upper
right shows the timing offset for the delayed candidates. Shown at the bottom of
the figure is a plot of the IBD detection efficiency for each energy bin; the jumps at
18 MeV and 24 MeV are due to energy-dependent spallation cuts. Errors are
statistical only.

44 H. Zhang et al. / Astroparticle Physics 60 (2015) 41–46

Am/Be calibration data
Δt = 203.7 µsec

Eff. 19.0 %

SK collaboration, Astropart. Phys. 60, 41-46 (2015)
✓ Good for νe+p signal
✓ 2.2MeV is below our 
energy threshold (~3.5MeV)
✓ It is possible to detect from 
SK-4 with new electronics.
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each cut. The efficiency of the delayed event is corrected with a fac-
tor of !92% due to the 533 ls time window. It is observed that
most delayed events cannot fire sufficient PMTs to meet the mini-
mum requirement on N10. Basing the TOF correction on the SRN
candidate vertex (rather than the true vertex of the delayed event)
changes the efficiency of finding delayed events by at most 2.5%
relatively. Uniformity of both the MC signal efficiency and the
background probability were studied using 110 positions within
the detector. These spatial variations of MC signal efficiency and
background probability were found to be 5.9% and 16.8%, respec-
tively. These variations were then assigned to the systematic
uncertainties. Therefore, the efficiency and the background proba-
bility for the delayed events are "17:74# 0:04stat: # 1:05sys:$% and
"1:06# 0:01stat: # 0:18sys:$%, respectively. Combining the primary
event efficiency and delayed event efficiency, the IBD detection
efficiency "!$ is obtained to be "13:0# 0:8$%.

4. Test with Am/Be source data

To verify the detection efficiency for the 2.2 MeV c’s given in
Table 2, a test was carried out using an Am/Be source embedded
in a bismuth germanate (BGO) scintillator during SK-IV. The exper-
imental setup and other details can be found elsewhere [19]. The
experimental apparatus was deployed at certain positions in the
SK tank, during which the forced trigger gate for catching the
2.2 MeV c’s was temporarily enlarged to 800 ls in order to obtain
a more complete neutron lifetime spectrum. To get the time distri-
bution of the source-related background and accidental back-
ground, 10 Hz of 800 ls random trigger data was also taken.
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of time differences (DT) between
the delayed events and the prompt events, which is fitted with
an exponential plus a constant with the signal fraction as a free
parameter, to give the neutron lifetime in water. In order to verify
the neutron lifetime time and examine possible position depen-
dence of detection efficiency, the source was deployed at three dif-
ferent locations: at the center of the tank, close to the wall, and
close to the top. All of the resulting lifetime measurements were
consistent within one standard deviation. The average neutron life-
time in water was found to be "203:7# 2:8$ ls. The efficiencies
measured at the three locations are in agreement within 10%,
which also agrees with the estimation of Monte Carlo simulation.
The average efficiency of "19:0# 0:2$% in this enlarged 800 ls

window is in good agreement with the value of "19:2# 0:1$% esti-
mated from MC simulation.

5. Analysis and results

Returning to the low energy SRN search using 960 live days of
SK-IV data, after passing the selection criteria for both the prompt
events and the delayed events the relevant distributions for the
remaining events with at least one neutron candidate are shown
in Fig. 3. There are 13 IBD candidates observed consistent with
accidental background events evaluated to be 10# 1:7. Two out
of these 13 primary events with electron energies around
12 MeV are observed to have two neutron candidates, which indi-
cates they are likely to be from spallation backgrounds with high
neutron multiplicity.

A number of studies have been performed to provide insight
into the origin of possible background in this energy domain, espe-
cially those arising from atmospheric !ml=ml CC interaction, p# pro-
duction and NC interactions with water. This is achieved by
changing the cut on the Cherenkov angle hC of the primary event,
in which an electron/positron is defined with 38% < hC < 50%. The
l# and p# events are defined with hC < 38%, while the NC events
are defined with hC > 50%. There are 144 primary l# and p# candi-
date events with 22 delayed candidates and 489 NC candidate
events with 47 delayed candidates. A clear neutron lifetime curve
is observed in both delayed candidate samples, showing that the
primary events are indeed accompanied by neutrons. The flat tim-
ing offset distribution for the delayed candidates in Fig. 3 does not
show significant leakage from these two types of physical back-
grounds. The number of atmospheric !me events is estimated to be
0.1, while the number of the !ml events is about 1.0. The later is
due to the !ml charged-current interaction, which produces a
delayed neutron and a positron from an invisible l& Michel decay.
In absence of a significant signal the Rolke method [20] is used to
convert the number of observed and expected background events
nobs ' 13 and nbkg ' 10:0# 1:7 to a 90% C.L upper limit of 80.1
events in total or 30.5 events/22.5 (kton(year), taking into account
the IBD detection efficiency !. Table 3 lists the expected number of
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Fig. 2. Distribution of DT for the Am/Be data (points). The curve is for the fitting
results. The shaded histogram indicates the expected background. Errors are
statistical only.
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Fig. 3. Positron energy spectrum of the IBD candidates (points). The histogram
represents the expected accidental background. The plot embedded in the upper
right shows the timing offset for the delayed candidates. Shown at the bottom of
the figure is a plot of the IBD detection efficiency for each energy bin; the jumps at
18 MeV and 24 MeV are due to energy-dependent spallation cuts. Errors are
statistical only.
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SK collaboration, Astropart. Phys. 60, 41-46 (2015)

SRN events in 22.5 kton!year for different models. The upper limit
on the SRN flux F90 can be derived from N090 using the following
simple relation:

F90 "
N090

NP
# FM $1%

where FM (cm&2 s&1) is the total flux for a certain model and NP is
the predicted annual event rate in the energy range which can be
found in Table 3. This table also contains upper limits $F90% at 90%
C.L. for different models and the predicted annual event rate $TP%
after efficiency correction.

Model-independent !me differential flux upper limits with one
MeV energy bins are also calculated. The 90% C.L upper limits are
calculated by

/90 "
N90

T ! Np ! !r
$2%

where N90 is the upper limit at 90% C.L. in each energy bin, T is live-
time in seconds, Np is the number of free protons, !r is the average
cross section for IBD at the center of each energy bin, and ! is the
IBD detection efficiency for each energy bin. Fig. 4 shows the upper
limits for !me in the energy range of 13.3'31.3 MeV. Limits from
KamLAND [13] based on 2343 live-days are also shown for
comparison.

The previous SK search for SRN IBD positrons in [15] placed an
integral 90% C.L. limit on the SRN flux above 17.3 MeV neutrino
energy of 2.9 cm&2s&1 (LMA model [7]). In that search, SRN signal
and atmospheric neutrino backgrounds were fitted to the energy
spectra of the data for three different samples differentiated by
the reconstructed Cherenkov angle with an extended unbinned
maximum likelihood method. The SRN signal populates the single
electron-like sample $38( < hC < 50(% below 30 MeV (signal
region). Various types of atmospheric neutrino background domi-
nate the background region above 30 MeV as well as the other
two (background) samples. To compare with the SK-IV differential
limits in this paper, the previous SK background spectra as well as
the SRN candidate positron spectra above 30 MeV (total energy)
were fit to only atmospheric neutrino background contributions.
The resulting background fit was extrapolated in the signal region
between 16 and 29.5 MeV (total positron energy) taking into
account statistical and systematic uncertainties. The data was
divided into nine bins of 1.5 MeV. Fig. 4 shows the 90% C.L. upper
flux limits derived for each bin based on the background expecta-
tions with Gaussian uncertainties and the IBD cross section evalu-
ated at the bin center. Below 17.3 MeV spallation background
increases exponentially, so SRN detection in that energy range is
very difficult without neutron tagging. As the SRN flux per MeV
rises with decreasing energy, the region below 17.3 MeV is the
most sensitive.

Since this study covers the high end of the solar neutrino spec-
trum, a solar !me upper limit at 90% C.L. of the annual event rate is
also calculated, giving an estimate of 21.2 events/22.5 kton!year.
This corresponds to 4:2# 10&4 # FSSM , where FSSM is the solar me flux
predicted by the Standard Solar Model [21]. This limit is 20 times
more stringent than the previous SK result [22] due to the powerful
background reduction provided by neutron tagging. However, note
that the limit is an order less stringent than the KamLAND result
[13] because of the higher neutrino energy threshold.

6. Summary and outlook

In summary, a search for SRN !me at SK-IV is first conducted via
IBDs by tagging neutron capture on hydrogen. The neutron tagging
efficiency is determined to be $17:74) 0:04stat: ) 1:05sys:%%, while
the corresponding accidental background probability is
$1:06) 0:01stat: ) 0:18sys:%%. No appreciable IBD signal in the distri-
bution of neutron lifetime is found using 960 days of data. The
number of observed IBD candidates are consistent with the
expected accidental background. A model-independent differential
flux upper limit at SK is first derived from the previous 17.3 MeV
threshold down to 13.3 MeV of the electron anti-neutrino energy.

With more data collected and after further efforts in suppress-
ing spallation background, it is expected that the neutrino energy
threshold can be lowered down to 10 MeV and the better SRN flux
limit can eventually be obtained with neutron capture on hydrogen
at SK-IV. In addition, intense R&D is currently underway towards a
gadolinium-enhanced SK. The higher signal detection efficiency
and greater background rejection provided by neutron capture on
gadolinium, as well as the lowered energy threshold it makes pos-
sible, are expected – in the not-too-distant future – to greatly
improve SK0s sensitivity and ultimately provide the world’s first
observation of the SRN signal.
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Table 3
Total flux for each SRN model $FM%, predicted number of SRN events in 22.5 kton!year
with a neutrino energy range of 13.3'31.3 MeV (NP), predicted number of SRN events
in 22.5 kton!year with a neutrino energy range of 13.3'31.3 MeV $TP% after IBD
efficiency correction and flux upper limit at 90% C.L. $F90% (cm&2 s&1).

SRN model FM NP TP F90

Constant SN [1] 52.3 10.8 1.4 147.5
HBD 6 MeV [10] 21.8 4.4 0.6 150.9
Chemical evolution [4] 8.5 1.5 0.2 172.6
Heavy metal [5,6] 31.3 4.7 0.6 201.8
LMA [7] 28.8 4.2 0.5 208.8
Failed SN [9] 12.0 1.7 0.2 214.9
Cosmic gas [3] 5.3 0.7 0.1 230.6
Star formation rate [8] 18.7 1.8 0.2 316.3
Population synthesis [2] 42.1 1.3 0.2 986.1
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Fig. 4. Model-independent 90% C.L. differential upper limits on SRN !me for SK-IV
(solid circle). For comparison, both KamLAND result (open square) [13] and
previous SK result (solid triangle) are also shown.

H. Zhang et al. / Astroparticle Physics 60 (2015) 41–46 45
Current Super-K with neutron tagging (2.2MeV gamma)

KamLAND

SK w/ neutron tag.

SK w/o neutron tag.
w/ spectrum inf.
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Supernova Relic Neutrinos
GADZOOKS!

νe!

e+!

p 
n 

γ#

γ#p 

Gd 

(2.2MeV)

~8MeV

•Delayed coincidence
• Suppress B.G. drastically 
for νe signal
• ΔT~20µsec
• Vertices within ~50cm

Dissolve Gadolinium into Super-K
J.Beacom and M.Vagins,

 Phys.Rev.Lett.93(2004)171101
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(Evaluating Gadolinium’s Action on Detector Systems)

Purpose
✓Water transparency
✓How to purify
✓How to introduce and 
remove
✓Effect on detector
✓Effect from 
environment neutrons
✓etc.

Super-Kamiokande 
50m 

Water system 

20� PMT 

W
ater transparency m

easurem
ent 

New hall (10m(w)x15m(l)x9m(h))

200 ton tank

EGADS
R&D for Gd test experiment

Supernova Relic Neutrinos

Now working well
 → M.Ikeda’s presentation
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EGADS200 ton tank

15 ton buffer tank Control panel of circulation system Filter

UDEAL
water transparency measurement
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Supernovae

 - Supernovae is one of the most energetic phenomenon in the Universe

 - E(explosion) ~ 10⁵¹erg

 - E(neutrino) ~ 10⁵³erg (~99% of total gravity energy)

 - All known four interactions are need to understand

 - Explosion mechanism is not known well
 - Waiting next explosion in our galaxy

 - Neutrino-driven model is one of the candidate model

 - Need to simulate with various condition

Picture of SN2011fe Time structure of Supernovae explosion 3

SKE (Supernova simulations with KAGRA and EGADS)

SNe Theory(A05)

ν Analysis(A03)

・Provide time correlated data,    
GW and neutrino

・Suggest signature signals
physical phenomenon

Y. Suwa

・KAGRA detector simulations

・Develop/Optimize GW analysis tools

・Prepare for realtime observation

T. Yokozawa, M. Asano
N. Kanda

T. Kayano, Y. Koshio
M. Vagins

・R&D of EGADS detector 

・Signal simulations with EGADS 

and SK 

Analysis team

GW Analysis(A04)

Time-based signal simulations with GW and Neutrino !

cooperate

9

✓ Detectable or not
✓ Discussion about time variation
✓ GW search with neutrino trigger

Y.Suwa’s art

Betelgeuse SN burst
~80,000 events in EGADS

 → T.Yokozawa’s presentation

arXiv 1410:2050
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Expected signal of Supernova Relic Neutrinos期待される信号と大気ニュートリノＢ.Ｇ. 
invisible muon B.G. が
中性子タグで１／５にな
ったと仮定。 

中性子捕獲効率９０％、 
カット効率７４％を仮定。 

10年のデータ取得で  
１０～４５のＳＲＮ事象
を期待。 
(Evis =10-30 MeV) 
 

10~45 SRN events in 
10 years data taking 

(Evis=10-30MeV)

Assumption:
• 90% neutron capture efficiency
• 74% Gd γ detection efficiency
• Invisible muon B.G. is 35% of ones 
in the SK-IV

GADZOOKS!
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νe+p νe+p 

νe+p νe+p 

ν+e ν+e 

ν+e 
ν+e 

63

GADZOOKS!
Simulation of angular distribution

✓ ν-e elastic scattering has 
good directionality.
✓ Direction of supernova can 
be determined with an 
accuracy of 4~5 degree.
✓ Spectrum of νe events can 
be statistically extracted 
using the direction to 
supernova.
✓ If Gd loaded, it will be 
more accurate since νe signal 
can be separated.

Super-Kamiokande
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GADZOOKS!

✓ ν-e elastic scattering has 
good directionality.
✓ Direction of supernova can 
be determined with an 
accuracy of 4~5 degree.
✓ Spectrum of νe events can 
be statistically extracted 
using the direction to 
supernova.
✓ If Gd loaded, it will be 
more accurate since νe signal 
can be separated.

超新星爆発の方向決定精度 

中性子タグすることによって、方向の精度を２倍近く向上できる。 

1000のシミュレーションによる方向決
定精度 

中性子タグの効率と方向
決定精度（90% CL） 

tag eff. = 1.0 

tag eff. = 0.8 

tag eff. = 0.0 

N
um

be
r o

f s
up

er
no

va
e 

振動なし 
振動あり（正階層性） 

振動あり（逆階層性） 

Determination of the SN direction

~2.8 degree

~5.1 degree

~3.3 degree

Super-Kamiokande
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Current SNνdetectors
IceCUBE ~km long string Water Cherenkov detector 

at the South Pole
✓ Nominally multi-GeV energy threshold, 
but can see burst of low energy νe’s as 
increase in single PMT count rates.

Giga-ton detector AMANDA/IceCube as MeV Q detector
L.Koepke

 first proposed by Halzen, Jacobsen & Zas, astro-ph/9512080

) ice uniformly illuminated
) d t t l t d t i) detect correlated rate increase 

on top of PMT noise

211

AMANDA/IceCube as MeV Q detector
L.Koepke

 first proposed by Halzen, Jacobsen & Zas, astro-ph/9512080

) ice uniformly illuminated
) d t t l t d t i) detect correlated rate increase 

on top of PMT noise

211
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Current SNνdetectors
IceCUBE ~km long string Water Cherenkov detector 

at the South Pole
✓ Nominally multi-GeV energy threshold, 
but can see burst of low energy νe’s as 
increase in single PMT count rates.
✓ Cannot tag flavor, or other interaction 
info., overall rate and fine time structure.

10 kpc

2

with tr = 6 ms, !r = 50 ms and Rmax
!̄e

= 1.5 ! 103 bin!1.
These parameters also provide an excellent fit to the first
100 ms of a numerical model from the Garching group [8]
that is available to us.

We may compare these assumptions with the early-
phase models of Ref. [7]. L!̄e

rises nearly linearly to
L52 = 1.5–2 within 10 ms. The evolution of "E!̄e

#RMS =
("E3

!̄e

#/"E!̄e
#)1/2 is also shown, a common quantity in

SN physics that characterizes, for example, the e!ciency
of energy deposition; the IceCube rate is proportional
to "E!̄e

#2RMS. At 10 ms after onset, "E!̄e
#RMS reaches

15 MeV, implying "E3
15#/"E15# = 1. We thus estimate

10 ms after onset a rate of 280–370 bin!1, to be compared
with 270 bin!1 from Eq. (4). Therefore, our assumed sig-
nal rise is on the conservative side.

Of course, the early models do not fix !r and Rmax
!̄e

separately; the crucial parameters are tr and Rmax
!̄e

/!r.
The maximum rate that is reached long after bounce is
not relevant for determining the onset of the signal.

If flavor oscillations swap the "̄e flux with "̄x (some
combination of "̄µ and "̄" ), the rise begins earlier be-
cause the large "e chemical potential during the prompt
"e burst does not suppress the early emission of "̄x [7].
Moreover, the rise time is faster, "E#RMS larger, and the
maximum luminosity smaller. We use Eq. (4) also for R!̄x

with tr = 0, !r = 25 ms, and Rmax
!̄x

= 1.0 ! 103 bin!1.
Flavor oscillations are unavoidable and have been stud-

ied, for early neutrino emission, in Ref. [7]. Assuming
the normal mass hierarchy, sin2 "13

>
$ 10!3, no collec-

tive oscillations,1 and a direct observation without Earth
e#ects, Table I of Ref. [7] reveals that the "e burst would
be completely swapped and thus nearly invisible because
the "xe! elastic scattering cross section is much smaller
than that of "e. The survival probability of "̄e would be
cos2 "12 % 2/3 with "12 the “solar” mixing angle. There-
fore, the e#ective detection rate would be 2

3 R!̄e
+ 1

3 R!̄x
.

We use this case as our main example.

IV. RECONSTRUCTING THE SIGNAL ONSET

A typical Monte Carlo realization of the IceCube signal
for our example is shown in Fig. 1. One can determine
the signal onset t0 within a few ms by naked eye. For a
SN closer than our standard distance of 10 kpc, one can
follow details of the neutrino light curve without any fit.

One can not separate the "̄e and "̄x components for
the example of Fig. 1. Therefore, we reconstruct a fit
with a single component of the form Eq. (4), assuming
the zero-signal background is well known and not fitted

1 In the normal hierarchy, collective oscillation e!ects are usually
absent. It has not been studied, however, if the early neutrino
signal can produce multiple splits that can arise also in the nor-
mal hierarchy [9]. Moreover, for a low-mass progenitor collective
phenomena can be important if the MSW resonances occur close
to the neutrino sphere [10, 11].
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FIG. 1: Typical Monte Carlo realization (red histogram) and
reconstructed fit (blue line) for the benchmark case discussed
in the text for a SN at 10 kpc.

here. Using a time interval until 100 ms post bounce,
we reconstruct t0 = 3.2 ± 1.0 ms (1#). If we use only
data until 33 ms post bounce we find t0 = 3.0 ± 1.7 ms.
Indeed, if one fits Eq. (4) on an interval that ends long
before the plateau is reached, we e#ectively fit a second
order polynomial with a positive slope and negative sec-
ond derivative at tr, whereas the plateau itself is poorly
fitted and its assumed value plays little role. Depending
on the distance of the SN one will fit more or fewer details
of the overall neutrino light curve and there may be more
e!cient estimators for tr. Our example only provides a
rough impression of what IceCube can do.

The reconstruction uncertainty of t0 scales approxi-
mately with neutrino flux, i.e., with SN distance squared.
The number of excess events above background marking
the onset of the signal has to be compared with the back-
ground fluctuations. Therefore, a significant number of
excess events above background requires a longer integra-
tion period if the flux is smaller, explaining this scaling
behavior.

The interpretation of t0 relative to the true bounce
time depends on the flavor oscillation scenario realized in
nature. This is influenced by many factors: The value of
"13, the mass ordering, the role of collective oscillation
e#ects, and the distance traveled in the Earth. Com-
bining the signal from di#erent detectors, using future
laboratory information on neutrino parameters, and per-
haps the very coincidence with a gravitational-wave sig-
nal may allow one to disentangle some of these features.
However, as a first rough estimate it is su!cient to say
that the reconstructed t0 tends to be systematically de-
layed relative to the bounce time by no more than a few
ms. The statistical uncertainty of the t0 reconstruction
does not depend strongly on the oscillation scenario.

Halzen, Raffelt
arXiv : 0908.2317

Onset of neutrino 
emission

~3msec precision

Giga-ton detector
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Current SNνdetectors
Scintillation detectors
✓ Liquid scintillator CnH2n volume surrounded by 
PMTs.
✓ Low energy threshold (O(100keV))
✓ Good neutron tagging using delayed 
coincidence technique → advantage for νe signal.
✓ Poor directionality, since light is almost isotropic
KamLAND 
   (Japan) 

LVD 
(Italy) 

Borexino 
   (Italy) 

+Double Chooz, Daya Bay and RENO  

Baksan 
   (Russia) νe!

e+!

p!
n!

γ#p!

γ#

γ#
~200 µ sec.

2.2MeV

0.511MeV
0.511MeV

e-
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Supernova observation with KamLAND

KamLAND expected:
6.5-m fiducial, 100% efficiency,
Resolution 7.25%/!(E/[MeV])

!e ~ 300 events (10 kpc)

S. Ando and K. Sato, PRD 67, 023004,
68, 023003 (2003)

Flux

unique for KamLAND

!̄e + p ! e+ + n

68

Current SNνdetectors
KamLAND 1000 ton Liquid scintillator at Kamioka

Expected number of event at 10kpc

~300 ev (inverse beta decay)
~60 ev (12C CC)
~20 ev (νe elastic scattering)
~300 ev (ν+p→ν+p)

✓ Large volume
✓ Low energy threshold
✓ Good νe sensitive
✓ Good energy resolution

Spectrum

7.25%/
�

E/(MeV )
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Current SNνdetectors
KamLAND 1000 ton Liquid scintillator at Kamioka

Expected number of event at 10kpc

~300 ev (inverse beta decay)
~60 ev (12C CC)
~20 ev (νe elastic scattering)
~300 ev (ν+p→ν+p)

✓ Large volume
✓ Low energy threshold
✓ Good νe sensitive
✓ Good energy resolution

7.25%/
�

E/(MeV )

Prediction of SN by
signal from Si burning

　10 イベント/day ⇒ 検出可能

KamLANDで

10Ishidoshiro
(JPS meeting, March, 2013)

~10 events/day for Betelgeuse
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Current SNνdetectors
HALO Helium and Lead Observatory at SNO lab. (Canada)

3He neutron counter 
with lead target

νe + 208Pb → 207Bi + n + e-

νe + 208Pb → 206Bi + 2n + e-

νx + 208Pb → 207Pb + n
νx + 208Pb → 206Pb + 2n

CC

NC

✓ HALO-1 is using an available 76 tons of Pb
✓ 85 neutrons at SN @10kpc

• 65 neutrons through CC
• 20 neutrons through NC
✓ ~50% of detection efficiency
✓ Totally, ~40 events are expected
✓ HALO-2 is a future kton-scale detector

3He + n� p + T

Thermal neutron
Ionization by proton (573keV) and tritium (101keV)
Detection by proportional counter
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Current SNνdetectors
NOνA 15kton scintillator near surface at Ash River (MN, USA) 

for long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment
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Current SNνdetectors
ICARUS 600 ton Liquid Argon in Gran Sasso (Italy)

(-> FNAL (USA))

νe + 40Ar → 40K* + e-

νe + 40Ar → 40Cl* + e+

νx + 40Ar → νx + 40Ar*
 νe,x + e- → νe,x + e-

CC

NC
ES

Good electron neutrino sensitivity

第 7講 加速器を使うニュートリノ振動実験 17

液体アルゴン検出器 TPC(Time Projection Chamber)に液体アルゴンを組み込んだ測定器は電気泡箱とい
う異名があるほど、万能な測定器であるが、大型のものはまだR&Dを必要とする。CERNでνµ! ντ振動検
出を目指す ICARUS測定器 (図 7.24)は、総重量 5ktを提案しているが、現在は 600トンのT600 (T300"2)
を作っている段階である。

図 7.24: ICARUS測定器完成予想図

図 7.25: ICARUSの T600測定器。左図：測定器の内部構造原理図で、T600の半分 T300(4m"4m"20m)
を前方から見ている。右図：事象再現例

T600 図 7.25左に T600の内部構造を、右に各種事象の再現例を示す。ワイヤーを張り巡らした面を作
り、中央を仕切る面をカソードとし、両側の壁面にアノード面を設定して高電圧を掛ける。両電極の間
は、液体アルゴン (絶対温度 87K)で充たす。荷電粒子の通過により発生したイオン電子は、電場により
ドリフトしアノードに捕らえられる。アノード面は３層あり、壁面内の (x,y,u)座標を読みとる。u座標
(xyに交叉)を読むのは、複数信号がある時の選別用である。ドリフト時間から z座標が判る。読みとり
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21m 

15m 

~10m 

~10m 

15m 

73

Current SNνdetectors
XMASS

Water shield tank

800kg Liquid Xenon detector

hν"

hν"

Direct dark matter search

nuclear recoil interaction

 → K.Hiraide’s presentation

νe + (N,Z) → (N-1, Z+1) + e-

νe + (N,Z) → (N+1, Z-1) + e+

CC interactions

Coherent elastic
νx + (N,Z) → νx + (N,Z)
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SuperNova Early Warning System

Super-K 

LVD 
SNO 
(until 2006) 

AMANDA/ 
IceCube Borexino 

 

KamLAND 

SNEWS arXiv : astro-ph/0406214
arXiv : 0803.0531



Future prospects
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Future SNνdetectors
SNO+ Large liquid scintillator detector at SNO lab. (Canada)

Coming soon

✓ Main purpose is 
searching for double-beta 
decay loaded 130Te
✓ 780 tones of liquid 
scintillator.
✓ Good energy resolution
✓ Deep underground

• 6800mwe (2700 for Kamioka)
✓ For SN, similar ability 
as KamLAND is expected.
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Future SNνdetectors
Next generation mega-detectors (10-20 years) 

Megaton-scale water 
     detector concepts 

Memphys 

10-100 
 kton-scale 
 scintillator 
 detector  
 concepts 

5-100 kton-scale 
 liquid argon  
 concepts 

LENA 

Hyper-K 

LBNE 
WCh 
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Future SNνdetectors
Hyper-Kamiokande

✓ Main purpose is 
searching for CP violation 
in lepton sector by long 
baseline experiment.
✓ Total volume ~ 1 Mton
✓ Fiducial volume : 0.56 
Mton, 0.74 Mton for SN 
which is ~20 times as SK.
✓ Number of photo-
sensors : ~99000

higher intensity ν by 
upgraded J-PARC

Hyper-K

SunSupernova

x25 Larger ν Target
& Proton Decay Source

Proton 
Decays

νν ν

ν

x2 (year 
or power)

x50 of T2K
for !CP

18

LoI
arXiv 1109.3262
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FIG. 54. Expected number of supernova burst events for each interaction as a function of the distance to a

supernova. The band of each line shows the possible variation due to the assumption of neutrino oscillations.
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FIG. 55. Angular distributions of a simulation of a 10 kpc supernova. The plots show a visible energy range

of 5-10 MeV (left-top), 10-20 MeV (right-top), 20-30 MeV (left-bottom), and 30-40 MeV (right-bottom).

The black dotted line and the red solid histogram (above the black dotted line) are fitted contributions of

inverse beta and ⌫e-scattering events. Concerning the neutrino oscillation scenario, the no oscillation case

is shown here.

Expected number of event
~168000 ev (inverse beta decay)
~2300 ev (16O CC)
~7000 ev (νe elastic scattering)
~8300 ev (16O NC γ)
at 10kpc, 4.5MeV energy threshold

5

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the Hyper-Kamiokande detector.
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Expected number of event
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at 10kpc, 4.5MeV energy threshold
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is shown here.

Angular distribution

direction determination is with 
~2 degree.
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Determine starting time 
with ~0.03 msec precision.
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Future SNνdetectors
Hyper-Kamiokande

Expected number of event
~168000 ev (inverse beta decay)
~2300 ev (16O CC)
~7000 ev (νe elastic scattering)
~8300 ev (16O NC γ)
at 10kpc, 4.5MeV energy threshold

5

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the Hyper-Kamiokande detector.
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FIG. 56. Inverse beta event rate (left) and mean energy of ⌫̄e (right) predicted by supernova simulations

[83–87] for the first 0.3 seconds after the onset of a 10 kpc distant burst.

of neutrinos. Note that inverse beta events directly provide a very precise measurement of the

temperature of ⌫̄e. Hyper-K will be able to evaluate the temperature di↵erence between ⌫̄e and

⌫e + ⌫X . This would be a valuable input to model builders.

Figure 56 shows inverse beta event rates and mean ⌫̄e energy distributions predicted by various

models [83–87] for the first 0.3 sec after the onset of a burst. The statistical error of Hyper-K is

much smaller than the di↵erence between the models, and so Hyper-K should give crucial data

for comparing model predictions. The left plot in Fig. 56 shows that about 300-1000 events are

expected in the first 20 millisecond bin. This means that the onset time can be determined with

an accuracy of about 0.03 ms. This is precise enough to allow examination of the infall of the core

in conjunction with the signals of neutronization (see below) as well as possible data from future

gravitational wave detectors.

We can also use the sharp rise of the burst to make a measurement of the absolute mass of

neutrinos. Because of the finite mass of neutrinos, their arrival times will depend on their energies.

This relation is expressed as

�t = 5.15 msec
✓

D

10 kpc

◆✓
m

1 eV

◆
2

✓
E⌫

10 MeV

◆�2

(7)

where �t is the time delay with respect to that assuming zero neutrino mass, D is the distance to

the supernova, m is the absolute mass of a neutrino, and E⌫ is the neutrino energy. Totani [88]

discussed Super-Kamiokande’s sensitivity to neutrino mass using the energy dependence of the

rise time; scaling these results to the much larger statistics provided by Hyper-K, we expect a

sensitivity of 0.5⇠1.3 eV for the absolute neutrino mass [89]. Note that this measurement of the
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Mini3bursts:*reach*into*our*neighbors*
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Future SNνdetectors
Hyper-Kamiokande

S.Horiuchi

✓ 0.2~0.6 SN/year is expected at 
4Mpc.

✓ If the analysis energy threshold 
for HK is set to 18MeV for 
reduce B.G., the # of expected 
events : 0.37~0.83 @4Mpc. 
While the expected accidental 
B.G. is 0.00656 events.

✓ The detection probability : 
31~56% (N≧1) @4Mpc

✓ 1 event from SN@4Mpc (need 
another information e.g. GW) 
every 3~10 years is expected. 

Nearby galaxy
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Nearby galaxy
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Future SNνdetectors
Hyper-Kamiokande

Sensitivity of Supernova Relic Neutrino
(w/o neutron tagging, w/ spectrum information)
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Hyper-Kamiokande

研究会のお知らせ
「ハイパーカミオカンデにおける
宇宙ニュートリノ観測」
５月１８／１９日

神戸大学　瀧川記念学術交流会館
大会議室



Summary

Surprising recent theory improvement

Ready to observe by several neutrino detectors

Let’s go supernova!

Thanks


